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To readers interested in the material progroas of the 
Province, no introduction zooms necessary for no fascinating, 
a subject as the "Enonoiio oftoota of the Punjab Fanal 
Poloniee. " The origin, . roath and development of the Canal 
colonies in an interesting and surprising; miracle or the 
20th century -a miracle which has given rise to an Important 
trading city litt© Iyaulpur, the capital of the Lower Chonab 
Colony. 
T' e development of the Lower Bari Toab Colo yº has an 
Importance of its own as it ie the youngest of all its 
sister colonies and as most or us have soon the change that 
has come over the now Par* One can see what it wns like loss 
than ten years ago an one passes in the Karachi Mail through 
the desert skirting the youngest Canal Colon; yq not. a vestige 
of cultivation on either aide: only sand hills and a barren 
plaint dreariness unroolaimod save by the vivid tiiraie of 
water and trees. How this blight and hideousness of land, 
wao redeemed by the miracle of the 20th century and what are 
tho consequences of this change form the scope or shy thesis. 
I have chosen what appears to ne to be the notable 
features and grouped round them the circunstancen which led 
to then and the consequences which came from them. It hen 
., 
" 
not been pomsiblo, hotroror, to mention all the noteworthy 
I plinto In tt o development of different colonies and sir 
apologies are, therefore, aua for any partiality or noglent ' ', 
which 2 may appear to hate dono. 
I have deliberately given much attention and* large ýS 
.. 
space to Chapter LY (on moans of co untcationn) an tho 
pronpority of colonies very =Ch depends upon therprotrreea 
and improvements ettooted in their raoann of co=1nication 
and I real therefore no bonitation in quoting A. Smith, t'Äa 
ýj~°` 
(sir 
"inprovement in the moans of transport is the ºreatedt of 
all the agricultural Improvononts. " r'hapter V (on popula- 
tion in meant to indicate the relation between migration of 
population and canal irrigation. Chapters VL & VII (dealing 
with depressed classes and the janglis respectively) are 
important both from social and economic point of view. The 
importance of Chapter VIII (unrocognised assets of the Canal 
Irrigation) lies in its exposition or a few important effects 
which are generally overlooked by a superficial observer. 
Chapters'. XI (experiment of co-operative sale) is very important 
from the present day stand point and the Chapter XIII dealing 
with the problem or indebtedness has mueti bearing upon the 
Chapter XI. The latter is a remedy of the economic ills of 
indebtedness diagnosed in the former. 
An for ray appendices, I in y subfit that they form an 
integral part of zy theela and therefore deserve a careful 
perusal. Appendix "A" is based on an inductive enquiry 
Into the village No. 369 near Cora, district Lyallpur. The 
0 
usefulness of Appendix "B" lies in its reference to sufferings 
and hardships undergone by early colonists and also in its 
real story of a 3ufaid Pon grantee. 
It oniv ire=aina for me now to express ray thanks to 
hose who have helped ne and especially to my Professors, 
Uesere. G. D. Sondhl, U. A., I. E. S., and ß. Auditto, ld. A., P. E. S. 
who have holped no with nuaeroue suggestions and oritioisII. 
I also wish to acknowledge xr debt to books like 'Wealth and 
Welfare of the Punjab' and'The Punjab peasant in prosperity 
and debt", which have been my guide books throughout this 
work. I am also indebted to L. Chanan Shah, a money lender 
of Chak No. 116 R"B., district Lyallpur, who has, although 
after many persuasions, given me the true copies of accounts 
which have been attached in the appendix 'C'. I am ready to* 
acknowledge the help that I have received from the study of 
various reports on the subject. 
" (iii) 
It r do not go boyond thin general aoknowledgernont 
It Is duo not to any wish to conceal an obligation but 
Solely to the Impossibility of tracing to their sources all 
conceptions and arvumentß that I owe innumerable publications. 
Last but not the least I am indebted to uy father, who ha© 
allowed no to draw on his wide and diverse experience of the 
colonies. 
I may also mention that I have boon a little ovor bold 
as far as zur rhaptera on the $problems or Indebtedness" and 
"Fragzaentation and anailneea of holdings$ are oonoorned. 
1 would, however, shelter ziynelt behind the words or Ualthue 
that "when a man faithfully relater any facts which have 
come within the scope of his own observation, however confined 
it may have boen, he undoubtedly adds to the sum of general 
xnowledge and confers a benefit on society. ' I have also 
done nothing beyond collection of facts and drawing con- 
clusions therefrom. 
In spite of all the friendly help t it to because of 
the limited space and time at E7 disposal that my thoaie is 
by no means what I could have wished it to be. I will, 
however, sake an end of try apologies In the florae of the 
author of the Boot of Maccabees: *if I have done well, as 
is fitting; the story, it is that which I desired; but if 
olanderly and meanly, it Is that which I could attain unto. " 
X. So Bajva. 
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1. F? IWTPROPO AL FOR OAM OOLQNIEß ---.: --- 
The history of oanal oolonlas in the Rinaab maY be said 
to open with the proposal for the oonstraotion of lour inundation 
oanala, Iiah Sir Charles Aitchison laid beroro the Government 
or India In 1882 i. e. :- 
(1) From the Olüenab Riven at nom Nagar in the ouiranxala 
Distriot. 
(2) From the DitieJ river (the Lower eohag Pari ©oheme in 
the ]tont gomer7 Di at riot. 
3j From the 81dbn ai reach Of the Ravi river in the 
lullt an Dietriof 1. 
(4) From the Cenab river at Chinlot in the Jhans District. 
It was explained that In classifying these projects the 
Lieutenant-Ooyernor had been largely Influenced by the faut that 
tracts of country to bo benetitted by those irrigation works 
were all of them very sparsely populated, and that, in addition 
to the considerations of the nature of the soil and engineering 
faoilities, there was a high probability of a speedy Influx of 
cultivators to occupy the waste lande. 
2. POLICY oP oo fl Fom fill QANAL O LONIEfl 
This anticipation or a flood of immigrants strikes but 
keynote of Gort's policy In Sounding Its canal colonies, ihich 
1s weil summarized by the deolaratlon made at the launoih of the 
Chen ab Boheme that the object or the GoTt . Xaa twofold. 
(1) To relieve the pro enure of pojklation upon the laid 
in those districts of tho Provinco where the agricultural 
2. 
population has niroady reached or is fast approaahings 
to the 
limit Ithich the lid avuilablo for agricultural cm support. 
12) To oolonize the area In ctuestion with well -to-do 
yeomen of the best class of agriculturists, Vho will cultivate 
their own holdinaa Faith the aid of their Zamilios raid of 
the usual menials, but as far as possible without the aid of 
tenants, and Will constitute healthy agriculture oomaaunitles 
of the beat Punjab type b 
3. RVfl ONS TOR THE ooN©TRÜOTION of PE ENNIAL IN3T AD oF_ 
T7 TnThITTntt ne11-ATM 
.......... 
It will have been observed that the original design was 
r 
to establish these contemplated settlements on Crown -caste 
lands served by comparatively small inundation canals. The 
construction or this, sort of annals was, no doubt, dictated 
by prudential considerations. The success of the perennial 
canals than working in the Punjab had, fron causes which it is 
unnecessary to detail here, not been so unchequered as to 
inspire the irrigation engineers with any groat enthusiasm vor 
works of nagnitude. The enormous strides made in the Balence 
and art of oonalfirrigation during the next 20 years were not 
then dreamed or and a cautious policy commended Itself in 1882 
to all concerned. But the vastness of the interests at stake 
and the insecurity or their foundations where agricultural 
prosperity is made to depend on the oapriooys water supplies 
of inundation channels soon forced a change of front and tO'ader 
of all the Rtnlab colonies the small Bohag Para settlement 
alone rolios for its vitality on a purely inundation onal" 
The earliest or the colonies, the ©icihnalsis watered by a 
canal eich by reason or its permanent hardworKs occupies a 
0 
3. 
position interm©diote botwoon a perennial and an Inundation 
cork. The Barn Nagar and Chinlot projects were merged In one 
Chenab inundation canal mich early gave pinne to the 
perennial system aorrinß the Lower t enab Oolony, and all the 
later Oolonies draw their supplies from similar perennial 
conala" 
4. ORDR OF EOT AIMIMfM- IT- Q CANAL OOLO=Q 
1. The 8ldbn ai Colony 1886. 
2. The eoheg Para Colony 1886. 
3. The Lower ienab colony 1892 
4. The munlan colony 1898 
and extention in 1904 - 1905 5. The Lower Jhelum Colony 1906 
6. The Jhang Colony 1904 
7. The Lower Bari Do ab Colony 
8chome 1912 -1922 
8. The Upper Chenab colony 1915. 
9. The Upper Jhelum colony 19160 
i 
(r4) 
I. EARLY =O== FOR Aa1 AL 
Th© noooezlty for artiriolat irrigation In tho Ftaobnn Doab, 
nappoara firnt to havo boon conaidorod in 1862, hdn lovola woro 
taken in a portion of tho GIaikot Diotriot 11th a vlß1 to aaoor- 
t aining tho ponaibility of providing irrigation Yron tho Tavi xti 
river. TIt other idnar; Provuilod in tho noxt Year and Invonti- 
gations wore not on foot In tho country botvoon ©inikot and 
Cu. 1rLI1 n1a on a proposal to conot: uot a poronnial oia1 from the 
t: hannb rivor. 
This acho %hich van ostieatod to coat 345 1aYha of 
rupees aas nogatlvod by t? o covorruiant or Zndin on tho ground 
that tho oatlnnaton v oro in ticiont rind tho tincno1nl somata 
uncortaln, in 1877 a uoditlod ach= o anotn as the Chiniot 
Foundation Pro3oct iua put roruard, but thla osain, ouin!; to 
inadequato dato and dubloun tinrnolal prospootn, was indotinitoly 
ah®1 od. 
Thin schema wan again ntmotion©d by tha [Domtarif of state 
in 1884. and tho canal was bosun rind it Uraar oponod 2br irrigation 
on the 9th July 18670 Mt it was ti irony or rate, that at'tor 
its =ocoaai'Ui vor1inC ror two unntha onormoun silt bosun to 
aocuiUlata anno botoro thoxlddla of (optoabor onnal vus virtually 
closed. Tho canal was oloarod and ro-opened In NoVOiabor; but tho 
silt difficulty rocurrod in tbo hot voathor of 1888. and convlnood 
tho cn&tnoorinZ authoritios that tim canal would novor carry 
the 
aC, VP1Y for finch it was do s1W d. 
Proposals or tho a mToralon of tho inundation canal into a 
perennial canal worn mtlc lttod by Uuior OttloY and Coro cndora®d 
by oolonol Vaoo in tho tolloiiing bonutirul =0 3s, 
Be said *........ The only hoho ac au=ontina oonatdorablY 
tile 
5. 
rOTOWXe derivod by the State from the land 1OY In the üti1I' 
zation of the discharge or the Van: tab rivers. Thilo adding in 
this manner largo summ to the ©tate'e rovonuew we Should at the 
anno time attain roBUits of the hlgh. est value to the oontent and 
prosperity of the Provinoe" Nothing gras so likely to strengthen 
our hold on the better Soolinga of they population than the 
I 
extonsion of agriculture to longs now lying; wastes and he had no , 
fear that settlers would not bo forthcoming ttýo t ake up any 
aroes to mich the onnal could br extended. "(x) The scheme was 
tlnally accepted by the ooveriment in January 1890. 
2.:. 8OBIPTION, QZ THE OOLO -TR M, 
7110 d©9o; lptlon of the Sandal Saar, the ma1or pcrtlon of tdtid 
la Included In the Qhenab Colony Is t a= , Brom Caj t uin Popham 
Young'a report on tho Colonization sohemo vzritton In 1896. TWO 
he says :" 
*gha Aar....... rou 1Y lncludßs the lower half of the 
Rachna Doab. 1t3 - limit on the northwest ls defined with tolerable 
accuracy by the roads rwmint from Lahore Tia 8hoikhupura, Tfliigah 
Dogran and Plndi Bhatian to nahpur. 333lo17 this line practically 
the whole of the oounti7 as far as the Junction of the Ravi and 
Chenab, with the exco tion of the part of SharaXpur Mail, In the 
Lahore District and exclusive of the low lying belt of land on 
either aide subaeot to rigor-, rain influences, is inaludßd is 
the Sendal Bar" 
The Sandal Bar 13 Baid to have derived Ita name trom a noted 
daoolt("") a Qhuhra by caste , iho aocording po the traditicri used 
to dwell in a cave In one os the hills near ßangla In the centre 
or Bar. Ha Is said to have been givon to oannibalirm. Many stories 
about his death are given to me and S quote one or them. Once a 
(x) B f, Reviaea Eat1nate or tho Ohonab Canal Proaeot. 
("") This tale was told me by a Jat those land is situated in the 
neighbourhood of 13mgla. 
6. 
anrriago party Was passing by that way and gras attacked by ©andal 
All fled away leaving the bride at his meroy. The bridegroom in 
his ottort to sale his ovn lire ran up tre hill rollowed by the 
win ad ins Chuhra, and finding nowcr of escape hurled down a huge 
piece or rock, which struck the pursuer on the head and thus the 
notorious daoolt 1s said to have tuet his death. This Bar is also 
)mown as thulla Bhatike Bar "--- the name or another famous daooit. 
3, THE LO JH WM OANAL COLOTY 
The Idea of Irrigating the Joch Bar by a canal drawing its 
supplies fron the Jhelum river is one which dates bao c to pre- 
annexation data, In his diary of 1847, Sir Norbert Edwards wrote, 
'haying now once more traversed the breadth of this Doab, I have 
no hesitation in saying that two-third of It is au uncultivated 
waste. This wate is called the Bar and It uniforiaely consists, 
wherever I have aeon It, of a rich maiden soll covered with grass 
and under-wood. Want of water has alone kept it tallow, till the 
present day, and lt 1s thinly populated by side-scattered villages 
of herdsmen and thieves vho tend their om cattle sad steal their 
neighbour's ". 
4* :- 'B AR 
_F 
TURT OF - THE Q 
The Colony as devoted almost entirely to horse-breeding id 
the majority of the grants was made to peasants on the horse breed. 
ing condition e. It was the first colony there this experiement 
was first tried. A peculiar feature of this colony is the law or 
primogeniture as applied to the land grafted on horse breeding 
conditions. The lend passes to the eldest son Only and is not 
divided equally among all the sons Of a horse breeding grr*iteo" 
The main effect or this law is that the holdings are not aubr"diTlded 
and pass from one to another Without any xragmentation and sub--- 
diTision. 
5" . B_ AR= Dom OMQNy 
Th© area served by the Lower Bart Doab ()anal ooneiete of that 
7" 
are now the Mara and llontgoner7 Tehslle of the UontgomarY 
district 
and the Khmuewal. Tehail of the =tun district, a narrow strip 
about 150 miles long by from 15 to 20 Miles wide lying between 
the 
Ravi and the old dry bed of the Baas and comprising a total area of 
nearly 2600 square miles, About halt thos area is a regular high 
Bar country, the remainder consisting of low lyinpr lande on the 
south bank of the RaT1 mut the north bmik of the old Bean. Ih 
the Dar before the construction or to canal there was practically 
no cultivation, but grass grow trooiy otter rainralim and there Were 
iarge areas covered with a Considerable growth of JAIL and Ilmd und 
in some places Farash trees. There wore, however, also large expenses 
of absolute desert in parts covered with aund hills, in parts oon- 
istin? or a hard impormiable soul, vhich has up to the present 
proved almost entirely unculturable by ordinary methods. 
6. THE Vii RJ ELVI[ oANAL 
The lnportoce of upper Jhelum canal to the Lower Bari Doab 
colony is beyond question. The Lower Chenab colony has first claim 
on the Chenab Rabi water and 'unless the surplus supply from the 
Jhelum cube poured into the Chen ab above rhanke,, the upper C onab 
canal cannot take off sufficient supplies at Marala, higher up the 
stream, to meet the regilrerientsof the Lower Bari Doab colony., 
consequently a breach on the Upper Jhelum may my aas a closure on the 
jtwer Bari Moab and the partial or total failure of the harvest there. 
In factthere is no exaggeration in making the statement that 
'without the upper Jholum graul there could be no Lover Bari Doab 
colony' 
8. 
^ARAOBI 
LTWU 
A- 210 
__ 
OE Ov AMMI CULTUB1 
Arboriculture la ono of tho most Importamt ooonomio problems. 
It8 inportanoe Was recognised at such an early date as beginning of 
the Lower Oienal Colony. it was than one or the most prose. ng and 
perplexing problems with which the colonists had to deal. It was 
pressing because while the natural process of bringing land under 
cultivation resulted inriolearing of the tract or M the existing 
tree growth, it wa essential that the future need of the colony 
In respect of timber and fiel aaould be provided for* It was 
therefore that Ur. A. L. Jones, the Colonization Ottfioer in 1902 
recommended that trog planting should bo Made o1iapulaory. In the 
letter No. 563 dated Ist June 1912, trop the Revenue 8ooretary to 
Government effect was given to this roco endaticn and Zreo plaiting 
was n ade oonP=aoTy. 
2. ROAD QJM MD O, A, L G, IDE PLANTATION 
Apart from the encouragement to arboriculture, there 1e 
the question of planting with tre©e the long nlleage of new roads. 
Tv ae road-aide avonu9 s are not only egre©abie to the wayfarer. but 
they also asslst the ooneollttation of roads and if properly manehe4 
become a valuable eouroe of 1nooae. xý 
The irrigation Departrant has made a number of plantations 
along branches of the oanala, generally in the apaoe between the 
branches and distributaries which run parallel to them. In some 
planes roads running besides branches and distributaries which run 
parallel to them. In some : -lace a roads running besides branches and 
distributaries are pleated with avenues; but a good many are still 
x) get, ldustoeIs notes on Road aide arborioulture" 
9. 
bare or trees. though auch avenues are being gradually extended, 
The Irrigation Departnant has, of course, the great advMtage that 
it cm provide an unlimited water supply from separate outlets, 
because it has to pay no water rates and CCCI DOW in continuous 
rowe. They are also aonparativ©lY 2'reo from being damaged as 
cattle Swa g nlong the canal-side is strictly prohibited, 
The progress in end success or tree planting alone the canal. 
aides is cite manifest ()Ten to a aupertloial obeerYer. Tho oourae 
of the taKh breoa oh O M81 OM be : ro11o d Sron a gro it &18t on oe by 
looking to the rigs of tall shipgpa trees ntor g the side oS ýhe 
Hoyt beautl 1 is the growt calls aroun the oan at ion s. 
canal--stabes There roa11Y is the thickest, the tallest and 
the most luxurisot growth of these beautiful trees, 
3.2M_ O? 0P OBIOUL E i9 A 04M G UI 
in the early days-or the colony nanure wan not highly prized. 
The virgin soil of' he Bar yielded bumper crops ungrudingly and 
the cultivator found an adequate recompense crowning his otrort s; jr 
he, but scratched the i+oil, sowed his seeds and poured abundant 
grater on the lund. 111th the gradual impoyeriabment of the acli the 
necessity of manurial treatment has been tu11y rooogniaed by the 
Fambos and Arain 'gMO by nature appraise namüre at a 
higher value than other trib©s 
111th the rapid disappearance of all brush good from Junes 
brought under the plough, the colonists hava had to fall bacX for 
tuet on the oases Of dung. It la ostinated on the h branchp 
vhero good is acsatie st that almost 223 of the droppings or the 
cattle are reserved for fuel cases. I have calculated the annual 
loss of the droppings of cattle in ny own village. It conelste of 
about 30 houses, and the total area of the land of the village is 
ten agüares, sich are generally cultivated by 14 Halls (ploughs) 
one da Y my experimental wa)X round the village shooed that there 
were about 200 new dung oases being the preparation of one day only. 
Text cut off in original 
10. 
I weighed a tow of them vnd found that the avera$o weight of 
each care was about 2 seem, In this way I estimated that 400 
seers of mtnure (dung) is being used daily In the place of ttlel 
by the inhabittnt a or my own village. The taumal loss of manure 
comes to be 3600 naunda, which is realty alarming. It is here 
that we stand in the need of arboriculture. 
It is vors dlrriauit to oonvinoo the women folk, tho orten 
talk or high utility or dung cakes for domestic Purposes* 
However, plentiful wood may be, a certain proportion is reserved 
for fuel cane a by every housowi o on the ground that milk is beat 
cooked with thie. naterial. This loam or manure, however, can be 
remedied to a large extent`,, by artificial plantation. It there 
is an abundant supply of mood, then a foolish agrrioulturist will 
not turn to manure and deprive the land of that should properly 
go back to It. Here Is the real agricultural, economy, which must 
be brou8ht to the notice of every agriculturist. 'juel : Ls already 
scarce' observes a Battlement Commissioner " and manure Is being 
used in its place. Q'reo planting should, therefore, be encouraged 
in every possible waay" 
_ _, METHOD ADOPTED FOR ENOOURk ING AjMOBICUL 
There would havo been tree-leas colonies, If the importance 
of arboriculture had Mt been realised by the oolonizaticri Oft1oera 
A clause was inserted for the camel service grante©s and for 
peasants in the Lower Chenab Colony, fthich laid doMi that the 
grantees must plant and maintain tuo trees for every aore of 
their holdings. A similar clause was inserted In all the state. 
rents of conditions framed for the lower Jhelum Colon). (x) I 
have come to poi , however, that those conditions were not strict3 
enforced In the case of a few Villages in the Jhelum colony. I had 
been to Chats. Not, 29, district aargodha and the hambardar or the 
ýX) The Pun3ab Colony MoUol - Mr" J. a. BeazlOY. 
vol. V. P. 53" 
11. 
vi11o6e has told me that the ottioera responsible for 
arboriculturo are seldom hoard but Zuvor seen on the spot 
Und this has given a severe set back to urborioulturo in 
those VI11UZo8. 
Tho Colonies ooimittoe vhilo reoognialnc the neoeeaity 
of arboriculture, nuggoeted the withholding of the proprietary 
right r until the grantee had given a reasonable attention to 
it (xx) This suggestion has been taken up in the case of 
the younger colonies, but came too late for the older ones, 
in which it had always boon necessary to bribe o olonlete 
to t ake an interest in arborioulturo. In the lower Chenab 
canal, the bribe tool: the form of small additional areas 
of land, generally in lines or 5 killen (acres) to the 
suooesatu]. tree planters. 
56 QM= str__ r_ 
To soap up, ire may say that much has been done to 
encourage tree planting in the Colonies, luny a times ray 
elders talk to me about the condition or the tract In which 
Iyallpur city is situated, It was a treeless waste covered 
with small thorny bushes. It was a deserted and dry place 
tit only for laokals and wolves and entirely uninhabitated. 
lihat a sudden change i To have now the rows of tall ahisham 
trees extending by the sides of various roads. The Lyallpur 
city the Capital of the Colony is now in the midst of grove 
of tall trees, tihich provide coal shade to way-farers, a 
comfortable retiring-place to the Innumerably pouring litigants 
as source of income to the District Board and Municipality and a 
cause of agreeable surprise and prieL¢ both for the colonists and 
the Government. 
(xx) Ref. Report of the ooionies Oommittee. 
Chapter VII #3eo. A Para. l. % 
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The Whole disparaging view of the Vast desert is changed into 
a groan shady haunt, v'hero many gardens are being planted, 
and many green parks being tri=ed, I may explain this 
miracle of the 20th century in tour Pun1abee words, which are 
carved on the memorial of air Lyall, in front of the Kaicri Gate 
at Zyalipur. ' Those fourA speak volumes and suggest a train of 
ideas about the colony. They are,  Barkat Darya thanham Din 
All peace and prosperity due to the river ahenab. 
13. 
OHAPTLR IP 
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1. GS lBMi 
OP all requisites to prosperity, perhaps the most 
Indispensable is a Well developed system of oomaunicationa. 
Throughout the whole of the IVni ab' a history, the ditt'icuitIe ip? 
communications have exercised a preponderating influence upon 
her political as geil as her industrial developments The laok 
of improved means of communication imposes a tromonc% is barrier 
upon the industrial progress of a country. Unceasing effort and 
expenditure upon a scale hitherto impossible will be necessary, 
if connunicatirn , whether by road or by rail, are to be adequate 
to the requirements of the Province. The necessity for extending 
communication by road is becoming every year more apparent, At 
present the economic loss cuased by the inaccessibility of many 
agricultural districts tin the rainy season is considerable; and 
this cannot be remedied until the system of trunk roads is 
developed. The ' progreaa Which 13 being aide year by year, while 
by no means neiigable, is inadequate for the neoeeeitiea of the 
country. 
2, , TI CAGE OP 
L0 OHENAB COLONY 
Betor© the opening of the Lower Chenab Canal Colony, the 
Whole of the tract, which at present Domprisen the districts of 
Lyallpur and Jheng gras practically out off fron the main indu&- 
trial centres by impenetrable Jungles. Pre-existing roads were 
often merely rough tracks running through the waste on which no 
clearance had been effected; with the exception of the Mail road 
from Chioha Watni, on the Lshore--Uultan Railway Line, to Jhang,, 
The roads from ßogera to ©amundri and Oojra to Jhang were used by 
14, 
troops going to Frontiers End the road from Gogora to Chiniot 
was also tair1y grell known: but the majority of the old roads 
shoved on the district mupa wro only aligamenta connecting 
the police stations scattered over the Bar. 
N EFPORTD OP CATION D PAR tENT. 
The inportanco of the improved roans or co=unloatlons 
an early recognised by the irrigation authoritins, Who gays 
every attention and consideration to the construction or 
roads, The extensive canal system of the Province supplements 
the road coivnunioation to very large extent. It is, certainly 
true, that the success or the canals in the Punjab depends upon 
the Improved means of coc: =unications but the canal system Itself 
has done ouch towards the construction and improvement of the 
road system, It is quite manifest in case of the canal 
colonies, 
The main lines of canals run betwoen broad banks and 
usually one of these is Kept open to bullock carts and the other 
heavy traffic, while tr: e other, though unmetalled is Kept 
in excellent repair and except in the rains provides a r1rs 
class motor road which though not open to general public, 
as Indicated by the notice put up at every canal bridge bearing 
the Words "Reserved for touring officers; trespassers will 
be prosecuted",, can be used by pernissial when occasion 
requires. 
The Irrigation Department has also made some roads tech:.. 
nically called the canal junction roads, Vhich conn6ot canal 
inspection houses on different tributaris. In addition to 
these roads this department has also taken up land ror roads 
on each aide of all the canals and distributaries. They are 
admittedly open to the public. The existence of these roads is 
X50 
a groat boon to the public Mid officers on tour. Originally 
constructed, as in the Lower oh©nab Colony by the Irrigation 
Department they have long been handed over to the local 
bodies of the districts in vhich they exist. 
4o 
- 
REPONDI L XIES THE DI©TEIOT BOARDS. 
The District Boards in this respect have not lagged 
behind the Irrigation Departm©nt* They have taken upon 
themselves the responsibility of constructing and metalling 
roads whenever possible. The Lower Chanab Colony is fortunate 
in this respect, as It has the acngla and 13hoh1cot hills for 
providing stones of good quality, In 1903,. the only provin-- 
cial road was for Tanga--mail between Jhang and Toba TeX Singh; 
but 
fit] o cost of administration was 
defrayed by the District 
Board. 
) 
The total length or the district board roads is at 
Present about 2p000 miles , 
5. VILLAGE ROADS -. 
The village roads provide communication betwoen each 
, village to the allotted ec xnres ond also between one Village 
and the other. Those roads mar be divided into the DQatt 
roads and the zmind, _ roads. 
They are also known as the 
inter-village and the Intra-village roads r©spectively. The 
former connect every village with ciroum3aoent neiahbours, and 
their width is about 22 teat (4 karams) in the Lower Ohenab 
Canal Colony. The latter connect ovary square In a village 
road or with the Abadi Hide, Every colonist has a tree 
right of way to and from his individual allotments. The 
width)ot tr. ®so roads is Yrom 11 to 22 feet (3 to 4 karams) 
6. NECM)8OITY 0P THE 9Y8TEZ 0 GOOD Ott =TA 
It must be admit Led that for tR ie maintenance of a good 
system or communication by meana, or roads In the colonies, 
(x) Ref. Final c,. - obson p. 48 (xx) Ref. The Colony Manual Mr. Beazley. p. 
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a definite scheme of bridges and culverts is essential. My 
father ban told Me that culverts for village roads Mere they 
orosa oanal water courses, were originally erected by the 
Irrigation Department from the proceeds of an acreage rate paid 
by Zamindars. It Is unüortunate that the cost of repairs is 
not now similarly levied, with the result that the oulvorts 
easily fall out of repair and Zamindars take no poise to 
remedy defects on account of accident or decay. A mqn vho has 
often boon to the colonies can very won see the bad condition 
of these culverts on account of the lack of attention given 
- to their repair$ both by the Irrigation authorities and ZaLindari 
II mow from my personal experience that eoie of t ho culverts in 
the neighbourhood of My village are in euch a deplorable 
oondition that it 13 inposaiblo for a horse rider to pace 
over them. My rash attempt on the part of a rider is eure 
to oauee an injury to him or to his animal or to both. It 
Is desirable that some provision xrast be nade ror the purpose 
or trooping these culverts In a good ocndMon. 
'j. AN IPORTANT INNOVATION 
Irith the oonetruotion and Improvement of the road 
system Is conneotod the chief vehivle of transport-tkidda, 
(cart) The familiar country cart or the central Punjab 18 
worthy of notice, Here It was an innovation for the Bar nomadsg 
who knew no means or conveyance, except the camel or potter's 
donkey and those antiquated mothoda are still in favour with 
the mass of Jangli grantees. 
The rapid increase In the number or oarta in a village 
Inhabited by nomads Is eist oS a tondenoy on the part or the 
villagers to accept novoltiee. This tendenot, it düy01one d 
Into a habit will certainly raoilitato tho Introctuotion of 
" l7 
Improved methods of cultivation. 2 have studied the rise 
in the number of carts in a 9inago (Jhumra, Rath Branch, 
District LYallpur) which is only at a short diatenoe from 
that of vino. I do not claim, however, that the following 
statistics are quite accurate. They have boon given to me 
by an old and illitrate man., The figures indicate a rise 
in the number of cart a in the village with the development 
of the road system in Its neighbourhood. In reply to tv 
questions which I had to repeat nc y tines, in order to raa3o, "- 
understand 'What I ni ont, the 'ordly 7iaoaan said w Berore 
oolonisation there wore no 'gaddas' in this villtageN I 
cannot help quoting his actual Urordo :- 
51 remember, ' he continued I that It was only about 25 years 
ago that wo realize d the Importance of a gadda, then wo east 
It in a nelghbourinE village of the Jullundhariess (poasanta 
proprietors belonging originally to the JU11 ndur district)' 
About 20 years ago there was only one gadda In this village 
which belonged to the Laribardar. With the introduction of 
the paooa road that passes by our land, the number of Darts 
has innre aced and at pre sent pro have about ten 9addn in 
Our village' 
That I have been able to gather from hia tdK may be 
tabus ated as follows :- 
- YEAR 
Bernre 1896 
About 1904 
" 1915 
" 1924 
Kill 
1. 
6 
10. 
There are many families in the village which now depend 
for t9, eir liviihood on their oart e. These carts are eo mush 
in use that a family in iak No : 162 Rakh branch is generally 
designated as $addienxali (possessors of carts) The eöls 
occupation of the male Members of this racily in to convey the 
18. 
produoo of land ßenornliy to the near market and thoy get 
in 
return 'Ihara (ourtaE3e) Which varies according to 
the distance 
over 'which a load is carried. This gadda-system is a subsidiary 
moans of livlihood to the agriculturists .A 'Rain' 
family 
in my own village has two carts, and two, Mule members eara 
much money through the use o their carte side by aide xiith 
the aariculture. The gadda has come to be of xauoh use to 
this family. It is genoral: ' used for carting manure to the 
Zielde, torr conveying p: oduoe to the harket and it is a iaeane 
or e ploymont for the surplus labour in the ranily. The rate 
per r aund from zny village situatod at a distance or three 
miles from the market Is about 21annaa per snaund. The 
gaddawalas (cart owners) to Whom t have roterred above earned 
abouti 50 rupee a in the previous season. It Is therotoro that 
he is often semi with beaut1full, muslin turban on his head and 
his wit's always xarrs gold bangles. In short, cart is indeed 
the bast or all the irabsidiar7 Industries for a poor 
agriculturist . 
It may be noted In this connection that the Oonmmioations 
Board Is devoting serious attention to the Improvement of 
unmet ailed roads (x) It It should prove practicable to adj=t 
the proportions of stid and {clay, no as to obtain a durable 
surtaoo, there may be a great suture before this lind of road 
making. It is estimated that roads on this system may Dost do 
more than Rs. 400 a Mlle tnd the cheapness is uci important 
ooneideraticn In these days of tlnsnolal etrin¢enoy., 
9. RAIL__ IAY8___ 
I 
The history of the Lower Ohenab Canal very well illustrates, 
the importance of railways ae a Maya or transport. At the 
tine or the colonisation of the tract nou 1norn arg the Lyallpur 
district, the railtr6y line vac only extended up to Hiatizabed. 
(x) Rat. The land of the Slve rivers. Qovernmant pubiioation P. 157. 
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The construction of the railhray line aorinenoed in 1895 
and it vas oponod to Lyallpur in 1896. Ia 189911t was 
rirther extended to Toba Tok aingh and was linked UP With 
xhoneval In 1900, 
The rail'taY st. tiatioa show that from 1st July 1902 to 
30th Jute 1903,19010,464 passengers were boorod to the 
Colony railway stations, While 100092 left there. (x) The 
balunoe in ravour of the Colomma in vary small , but it can 
not be taxen as the indication of in increase in population as 
the coat or the settlers oaml. in with their carte and iamilie" 
by road. 
Without the railiaye it vould have been utterly itnpoesible 
to export the onornoua quantity Of agrioultural produoe whloh 
loaves the colony every VOW for Karachi. The following stat- 
istios do indicate not to very little extent, the importance 
or rallxaya to the colony. 
(x) Year 
RAlL1"l1Y E3 T 
8 erla 
ATI Ot8 
Ohak J'humra 
1903 Raw cotton -97,588 102,489 011 dates it 696 492 
1 
The at 1,291,999 2 4 1,323 716 U3 %x) au s30 7,841 1913 irheat --- 1,82 , 942 
ý xx) 1923 lbeat 
8 
9 
2110.5L 758 
QUI ---- ---- ý 9846 
Lvallpur ooa ra.. 
226v 904 65, o44 
1t 52194 8.1l ¢57a722 
sale. - summ 
on-se mw. ý 
-ww 
it in Impossible to overlook Vhat ret twaya have done for 
the canal 001=19 8, It hall been pert ainly through canals that 
the virgin soil In Made to ylüd bump" orope, but the 919 do 
hoa n of : rood 6ralna 1roauld rot it there are no railwuye to 
ocnvey then to the place here they are badly needed. Every 
(x) Ret'. Final Settlement Deport - qtr. Dobson j . Chapter on RYs. (xx) YOr these Figures I am indebted to B. Bent Singh doode OlerY. 
Ohex Jhumbra, 
20. 
day thousands of 'whout bags are booked from ovary iBMdi 
(market) for the purpose of exportation . The prosperity of 
zazi1ndars d©pend$ and is even intimately oonns otod with 
the 
export trade, Which is only Poaaible through railways Which 
- ocnneot the colony with Karaohl and ocneoquentlY with 
foreign 
market a. 
10. ;, ý 0olY 
aiaJ eb m- 
Evan now the value or an agriaulturiat is produoo is 
often seriously disco anted by the considerable distance from 
which the produce has to be brought to the market. My nater- 
nal uncle, whoao village In situated at a distance of 10 
Miles from the market, and hero there is no good road 
passing by that village, orten sells his food grains at a 
rate vhich is generally tour or five annas per xaaund lower 
than that prevailing in the market. The, scarcity or unmetalled 
roads allied with a railTrar system Which has only a rev lines 
running through the colony le ave a IIuch to be desired and the 
communications are sadly behind the requirements or the rapidly 
increasing population of the Canal colonies. 
at111 the Lover Chenab Corral Colony needs more xailwaye 
There ought to be a line connecting Bar=d to and Lyaiipur, 
in order to open u» the country Along the Ohenab river In the 
Lyallpur as well as in Jhsng district . The Importenoe os 
this susgeetion was explained and brought home to ne by eardar 
curb '" sh Singh of Chak No. 29 District Bhehpore" The Qhenab 
river, being unbridged greatly obstructs the traffic and 
the transport of agricultural produce is very much hampered. to, 
It 1a desirable that it no railway line is to be constructed fro 
from e ergo dha to Lya]. lpur, the road runni ß. u5 from Jhung to, 
Chiniot ought to be bridged and ]reta1led,, so that Suit 
advantage may be taken or the raoilities Offered by the rail-- 
ways. 
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In short, the railways end roCd3 hm done wonft. -In for the 
colonies. Thc- dirt'oranco in tº: e value of Goods traffic 
flowing from a tract which rormrly exported only nkina and 
ghee aid from a flourishing agricultural Colony Is enormous. 
In 1920 the Lower Bari I)oab Colony' e exports by rail amounted 
to about 3 maunde per irrigated acre, probab. 1y a tenfold 
inoroase in 5 yews. 
In the oolonined dintriets (as in Lyallpur) a Group of 
metalled roads Is to ba round radinting 1W11 head quarters 
while the ralltiay Is often the one means of co rsnioatli with 
the ne3. ¢hbouring diotricts as voll, a with the outside rend. 
In short, lt may be said that the c&aa3. ß ludo the Colonle o 
possible, büt it woro railways and road3 which nado them a 
vuece ee, 
i 
22. 
I. THE PROBS2. [ OF POPULATION IN T}U OOLONIFS 
The problem of population in the Punjab Canal Colonies 
18 an interesting and important one. 'The present condition of 
the Iyallpur District is the roeuit of meat' years of hard und 
laborious wort both by the people and the government. Before 
1846, there wore no eities, no faotories, no railway faoilitles 
and nothing of the sort. The tract, which at present is the 
beat or all in every respect was merely a jungle end a favourite 
haunt of the cattle litters. The only signs of population were 
a toy nomadic tribes wandering here and there with their herds 
of cattle in search of food and fodder. The country was a 
den or the notorious dacoit s of the time. Sandal, with whom 
1s associated the name of Sandal Bar, and Della Kati, another 
Sanous dacoit, were well-Xnoin for their narauding expeditions. 
Their name a have even cona down to us through the J (songs) 
of lLirasi s and Matts_ (professional singers). The property 
Was unsafe. Might was the only right to property. How to 
transform this howling wilderness into a populous, peaoeful 
and prosperous country was the problem before the rulers of the 
day. 
The question of irrigating the sandal Bar, which later 
on -one to be knoin as the Chenab Canal Colony was considered 
and finally adopted by the go-vernnent. The hopelesmess of 
ever bringing this wild tract into cultivation by any other means 
than a canal was apparent. It was not, however, before 1892 , 
that the Lower Ohenab Oenal was complete. 
2. -LIFFIOULTI38 OF T11E PROBLDL 
The educational and eoonraio oonditione of the tine clearly 
showed that the problems of colonisation was not an easy one. 
23. 
There was no education among the masses. The people wore 
quite stay-at-homes, a habit Which made imriigrat ion into the 
colony a wild impossibility. They had no money to moot heavy 
expenses required for making a start in the now land. The 
colonists were to buy plouZh-bulloola in order to br^ax the 
soil, employ labout to level the fields and to out all the 
unnecessary thick growth of Kriz, and gland trues, Which had 
made the cultivation impossible. All those needs could only 
be near through money Which the Colonists had not. The Sand 
seemed to be quite unpromising and the difficulties on the 
Way wore lnnunorable. 
How the bent and enterprising colonists wore selected 
and tihat promises made it possible for tt. om to migrate, from 
whore they got the necessary funds and the dirricuities that 
they had to face are the problems which will toxin the aub4act 
matter Of a separate chapter. fiere I -Would like to coni'ine 
myself to the actual migration of the goionist'a*. The colony 
(Loner Ohonab penal) va *paned in 1892. The o2 cers were 
touring in the old districts to select the colonists beet suited 
for the purpose and to encourage them to migrate to the colony. 
From 1892, the population os the colony shows a rapid increase, 
3. THE POPULATION OF TUE LOWER OH_, AB QO ONY IN 1901 
Oanal 
in 1901, the Ohenab/0olony returns a population or 
791,861 of whom 453,861 are males, there being only 745 females 
to every 1,000 males as yet, because the earlier settlers have 
only now begun to bring their Samilies" Into the colony (x) 
Migration statistics show that of this population 532,187 (or 
whom 42.3. per cent were female) have come into the colony from 
other districts. This leaves 259, ¢74 residents who were either 
inhabitants- or the colonized area (Bar nomads and others) 
(x) Be. d'Punjab Oensus Report 1901. " Ohapter on Immigration 1 
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or children born to inmi¢rant s within the limits of the 
colony. The districts which have contributed most of the i0 
Immigrants are given below. It will Te Soon that ©lalkot has 
sent over 100,000, no other diatrist approaching this number . '° 
Amritsar comps next with nearly 68.000 and J'ullundur with aloe 
on 57, DOO. The colon1e 1s made up Ur SIX Taheila ta'hiah 
with their population In 1901 are given below. (xx) 
1.8hangoh Dograa ........ 1339 , 
780. 
2. LYa11DUr ........ 263,: 5541. 
3. s ammm dri ........ 157.2856 
4. Toba TeX Singh ........ 125,684. 
59 Jhmg (colony) ........ 289 548 
6. chiniot ........ 83, 023. 
ý. PO V Tzox,. 
11 
Th«« census taken in 1911 shows a ronarkablo increase 
in the population during the last eleven years. Zn the 
chenab Oolony the population vhiah inoludea the non-colony 
population of the Atng Distriot is 19785,700 persons, or 
whom 34 per cent are I=i$rant s from outside (x) This shown 
an increase of 993,839 over the regular census of 1901. The 
rollowin3 table shows the contribution of a row important 
districts,, 
sialkotý 96,984, 
AmriLear ................ 81,144 
Jtiilundur ............... 709847* 
tont ¢ omn7.............. 68,581. 
The total number of immigrents Is 608,847 person, or whom 
355,002 are males and 253P845 are females, 
(xx) Rat* Pun1ab Administration Report 1900-1901. 
1ahapter on Oolonlos" 
(x) Rat. The Puniab Administration Aeporti. 1911-12" 
pp, 162. 
I 
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g. -Tim O ru oAIii, 90LONY -- 
Tho problem of immigration into this colony was not 
diftioult at all. The uuccoss of the Ohenab Canal Colony 
made it possiblo for the Zaaindars tots realize the worth and 
#ii portance of the land in the colonies. This was explained 
to me by ©ardar Armar ©ineh of Taohhowavdistriot Amritsar. 
was reluctant to migrate to the Ohonab Canal 0olony1 said he 
'but only a row years actor I realized the enormity of my 
mistake and therefore I never missed the chance of obtaining 
a grant of land in the Jhelum Canal Colony. ' There was, there- 
foro a competition for the land In this colony which was very 
oonspioou$ by Ito absence at the time of tho e stablish ent of 
the Chenab Canal Colony. 
A peculiar feature or this colony was tho grants of laud 
made to the military r-ensioners in recognition of their services 
and who 'were, therefore, quite able to bear the hardships or 
waling a start in the Colony. This encouraged other people 
to follow them and thus the problem of migration did not xni, eent 
it solti such on acute form as it did in the case of the Chenab 
canal colony. I had an opportunity of meeting a retired soldier 
of chalt No. 29, district ©argodha. "How much did you suffer 
Then you first Cana to this Colony' I enquired* lie replied in a 
very different canner and said "Ch ! ITe had already scan loh 
of this sort during our military life. @, 
6. Tüý_ 'OPDLNPION OP E OOLCHY IN. 19.0.6 ; 
In 1906. population of this colony atanda. at 73,734. (X) 
This figure has risen to 161,806 at the regular decennial census 
or 1911 and Was probably 250,000 by t$e end of 1917. Of the 
four principal towns of Phull©zwan, Bhalhwal, eillanwali and 
Bargodha, the last has a population of 17.728 in the last census 
( x) Ref. Administration Paport 1907-1908 ' is ter on the Jhelum, 
. Colony' 
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and 18 fast groVsing. The total Population of a colony 
in 
1911 stands at 161.808 (xx) 
Th© rouowinc etatistiae aro also important in co rar as 
they show the growth of population rrom the vary : foundation 
of the following important oiti©a in tho Canal Colonioe. 
ITAUS y_ FIB3 oP OQtD_U U 
1881.1891 1901.1911.1921. 
LyallPur 00 00 99171 19578 
28,136 
Montgomery 3,178 
Goira 00 
8 argodha .. 
The Heures sho 
has risen rrom 9,171 
which roans that the 
5.159 
00 
.0 
tv that pope 
in 1901 to 
population 
6,602 8,129 14,601 
2,278 5,417 79622 
.. 8p849 17.728 
Tation of the Lyallpur town 
28,136 in 1921 In 20 years, 
has increased noro than three 
times in the past 20 years. And tho population of 8argodha has 
more than doubled in the past ten yours. ©inllar is the aase 
or other Important towns, 
7. E, M Or CAM MjQATio? T oN T=T)Mt3I P, - 
. 
PgkgLATI QX 
The Influence or Oanal irrigation as a factor in determ1nin6 
the density of the population Is shown by the tact that the 
district of J1yalipar with an annual rain tall or 13' has a 
density of 301 per square mile. In 1891, before irrigation 
started, Lyalipur had only 7 j1nhabitant a to a square mile. 
Th3 canal was opened in 1892 and by 1901 the District had a 
population of 187 to the square mile. Tho density rose to 
272 In 1911 and it i8 now 301. (x) 
The present condition of inportrlnt towns in the colony 
cm letter be seen then daso: ibed. No stretch of even the 
finest imagination can ever visualize the early state or the 
(xx) Rat'. we Panlab oo raus Report 1911 'cßiepter cn 1=1gration" 
(x) diet'. A comparative study ins population. Professor Brij 
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traot t ich at Proeent 13 the contro of all prosperity in the 
Provinoo. "Tho toxin Of Lyallpur, chore Brae once 8 ao my 
father says M 'a barren tract of land, ands which afterwards 
prononted an appearance of a temporary halting-station of nomadic) 
trib©© with a few tents pitched hero and there has groan into 
an l©portant contra of trade end roaring traftio " Thin nuahroom 
town which sprang up like nirtge in the desert attained its 
prosperity even before the foundations of half its houses and 
shops were completed. 
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1.1AANTQ Itm TO Itmlatt OJU IOTTIU19_ 
In the Lower ( enab 0010nY certain peasant villages were 
settlod with Indian Ohristiuns and grants 
zero mado to them 
on the peasant oonditione. In special oases, 
howov©r, missionary 
b0d188 were made -Laut 
darL 30 that they might have their voice 
in the internal Ana omont of their viliugos. I have boon 
to JenXinsonabad, a village or Christian grantees and have very 
auch been lapressod With the inpravopents in their eoonomio 
conditions. Rise in their standard of living is quite manifest 
even to a s=rticial observer. Most of than now live In beautiful 
mud-plastered houeoe, and wear neat clothes. I have also been 
given to understand that their desire for Cood clothes and for 
enormous e xen se s on narri age s etc, has Bono too far. They } 
Yore, before the land had boon 6rsntod to there underNan of untouoh- 
0111ty and the comfort s of life Toro costly out of their reach. 
NNow, howevero it aeons that the axing of the pendulum has Zone 
too far in the opposito dirootion. They arcs boooming extraYagaat 
and spend large suns on carriages, oto and even drink Is regarded 
as a noc3ssar7 cencon1 ant of tho raatrizonial oorenonles. I was 
rathor astonished when i name to know that ono or tho grantees 
had purchae©d a cyol© ror--ä's son. 
The 'roman are said to havo gained moro than the nen xrom 
tho riso in the standard of living. In the Old days they had to 
swoop the houses and perform everything that needed the help of 
labour of the monlal olass, Now most cr thon perform very littA 
of this work and I havo, soon them rgoasiping undor the, shade of 
Tut trey and the only iork that they havo nott to do is to take 
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male in the field for the ten-folk and even that not very 
often. They now use high-hoolod ehooa and put on coat and 
simpio oiothoe but arter the i xropoan fashion. All thin shown 
a tendency tovnrds a rise in their standard of iivinc. 
a. , _, ALLOT-1 TTY IN THE LOS BAM MAD 
The suocoea or tbo exroriiont first tried in the Lower Canal 
Colony made it poasibl© for the governmont to take a broader and 
Coro liberal view than before and land was granted tof all the 
reforming bodies rho were making note attempts to improve the 
conditions of the dopr©8sed olaaooe. Allotments were, therefore 
wade to the ©alvation Arty the Roman Catholic Bishop of Lahore 
the Aria Legh Udhar Uabha d the nomineogi or the protestant 
missionary bodies. (u) These grants have proved a success, The 
13alvation Ariy villeges and also the Roman Cathollo settlements 
a. o flourishing. I have, ho'ovor, boon given to understand that 
the Aria UOgh 8udhar Dabha' 0 settlement is the best it all (xx) 
The itnnager of this Jabha is a young spiJited gent1©ntn and is 
said to b© exoroising an ett©otivo control wo *us tenants. 
3o-, URANTB O? LAIlD TO T21S =MIN BULB 
Another experinont tried in tho Logar Bari Doab 
Colony Is the locating of criminal tribes on land and it is the 
first of Its kind. The Puna ab has rro4 joa irmemorial been the 
raTourit e hunting troun d of criminal tribes. All the attempt e 
of the covariant to wean than from their Criminal instinote 
having failed, it was than deoid©d to removo the comparatively XI 
tell-behayad tumbere or these tribes to agricultural settlements. /4 
Tho hichost typo of sottlvmcnt is the now agrioultural settlement 
(x) Rat. The colony Manual - Mr Be toy P. 44 xx) I an lndobtaý or this 1ntorsýation to 8. copal Singh or Chax No. 16. L x) Land or tivo rivora. P. 52. Goo. 91. 
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in the Lover Bari ])o b OolonY" where the nowt promising or the 
rororriod M0Mbora of tho criminal trib©a era aettlod on land both 
w of ra and and na an encourazon©nt to othore. The 
trans- 
Tornation which has boon wrought in tht obits and lsodoa Of 1iTing 
or thooo tribe= 0141 Placod in tho aottloz ont, 18 iaost remarKablo, 
Mid tho ro oult a era quito encouraging. It is Said that oven those 
w1iO Yore quito des ituto or uorality und wore given to all soete 
or filthy habits, actor a Yoar"s stay in the settlements boar 
on appoaranoe or rospectabtlity. The ultimate objoot of than 
sottlonvnts is to assimilate the outcasts In the general body 
or the aoi iflit7. 
4. ; aONOP r3 D? t 
The mo3ority of the people who came to the Colony did so 
to seek now fiolda on account or the continual sub-division of 
paternal aorea. Thoroare, however, many other classes as given 
above, who have been benetittod by the Colonies. To the dopreeeöd 
classes, thO colonies have givon thorn a chunco of raising them- 
selves fron thoir menial position to which their horeditary ocottpatioO 
had condemned then. The roolaraation of the orininal tribes, has, 
of course met With aonspiaucua cuoooas. A military, grantce has 
told mo that the criminal tribes have boon located in the villages 
laid out in the ford of walled barraoks wits a aingle entrance which 
can be closed at night and none of then In allowed to leave the 
settlement without a pass;. 
The maJority of them, It Is said "haTo become roconoiled 
to those rnatrictiona 1argoly through the proDpoct or oooupeuoy 
rights. "visitors to these farms" says a ropor? taro struok wit h 
the genial air or content' Vorf : row or those noyor -do-voila are 
tempted to break away into the old vagabond life. Th3 criminal 
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tribosaen torn only a traotici of t1 o colonies, yet in oatimatjng 
their Importance In general one must ronombor that the Government 
in providing for this olann it, killing throo birds with one stone 
an incidental result of the salvage or bad land and thievich tann 
is the Increased noourity of the property. Of thin olana and 
of others, it may be said that the Oanal Colonies have 'gentled' 
their eonditicgne. 
That a nubli change jj 
32. 
E-1 rR YI2 
Tim, RECTMAIT911 , 
OF THE 1T 1ADfl . 
Tho suoo©ss or tho Lowor Chonab Onnal Colony In mainly due 
to the Immigrant peasant eottloru, vho form the backbone of the 
trhol© agricultural o0=unity In the colony. Mieeo peasants brought 
with than : nd finally o tabliaMed the boat agricultural traditions 
of the province, but the part playact by the aboriginal communities 
in the dovelopraont of the colony waa both conopiououa and oxton- 
Siva* 
1. _. TF? EIR M=9=010- 
The weak point in the 1naigr u1t peasants is the grant of 
natural loadare. The heads of the 1 (nomads) clan arc, on 
the contrary Eenuin© aristocrat a and otton non ot. intolligence. 
and nbilit7 end exorcise a 'patriarchal authority over their 
Souowers' and are or real assistance in checking the i. ©ndonor 
to crime, to vhich the aboriginal Population ia still untortun 'PLta1 
addicted. "These loading non wo bulwarks to the administration 
of the rank and tile. 
"°ong tho poasant ianicronts thorn sodas to be a stringeuoy 
of toiales. Thero aro, according to the last oonalis reports 
700 =males to every 1,000 tales, but this stringency as regards 
dfema10s does not exist au=f; tho 3=9118, who so marriages and 
customs are in many wry acirable,. Mr rather has orton told me 
that Ponala inrantlolde 1A Tory rare and diyoroe unoomaon among 
the 4ang118. It used to be tho coat= =nj; thoa to marry very 
lato. the non bet'reen 30 and 35, the io en between 25 and 30 
years. To this salutary 2111o thoir fine physicve is doubtloss 
duo. Z had onoo an 
, 
opportunity to talk with a ifeU I ntornod 
rriond or mine, o was a 30ngll wid was n lambardar in his 
YlllQgo - Jhwnra, dietrlot ! yallpux- about the sy3t©m of r1arriaßs'; 
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ar-ong the mombers of his olt and ho said I To have not 
certainly boon able to onoupo t1 ,O viaoo of tho immigrant 
population. Their bad example of early narriogoo ban slightly 
oh mgod " our social customs. It is due to the effo of of their 
social customs upon us that To xaarry now earlier than borore. 
Apparently the promise of a son or a claughtor in murriogo now can 
mo longer be rolicd upon unless murriaßo follows quiolüy on 
betrothals. " 
Tho Janglis rorzorl7 toot pride in thoir unsettled state` 
and, titrbulent Csoraeanour, holding all poacorul pursuits in contempt 
Tho brooding of horse and Cattle was and even now is their 
favourite in tact the solo occupation. Theft they regarded as a 
manly aooonpliahment and a recognised moans of roplonitng the 
flocks and horde by which they lived. A handsome and hardy 
rac3 they were capable of great teats of courage and endurance 
frith such a past 'their reclamation through the opening of 
canals, is an achievement both economic and administrative of 
tmtinost magnitude ", writ) sa gentleman vho mows them very 
-coll. They are still prone to cattle theft and being on this 
account much disliked by the neighbours and are of great anxiety 
to the pollee* They still devote excessive attention to cattle 
but their profits fron the cols of ghee (purified butter) and 
live stook are very small . The family budget of Panda Jr gli 
(rhich I have attached In the appendix C. P 106# shows no 
sale of ghee in spite or the : 'aot that he possesses eleven 
buttaloe e. I have been given to Understand that ghee in now 
gonerally oonsumed by the Je igli =snipes themselyea and nothing 
is left for sale -a reason which may aooount, though only 
too 
some 
extent, for the rise in the price of ghee. 
In their Xnozledgo or agriculture, they do not now o3i 
lt! S behind even the it ¢ranta With best agricultural traditions. 
They teuere once oareless Irrigators; but they have learnt by this 
time to effect every economy In the use of canal water. I asxed 
(x) Rot. The Final Settlement Report. Ur. Dobson. P, 34* 
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an ordinary Jangli about his method of using the water and 
he 
roplie4 
1.0, tho water In at tho root of all agricultural prosperity Mid 
it pro tail to tmm oaro of it we aro mire to be ruined * 
They 1io, ý in aimPlo and priristiV0 fashion, but thoir 
homoe are 
neat and tidY. ' Troir rooldontial portion in in the forma of a 
that shod root, trapportod by pillars or laud or boc io of rustlo 
Haber. Pa zI a housss are conspicuous by their abnonoo. Unlike the 
i=ißrant the aan¢11 never stalle his cattle within the 'village 
nite. An expert hinsoll ho has little tour or othor thieves. 
. Rio cattle are s3nora11y 
folded zithin a rough thorny hedge 
(warsh l on ooio xalloTlan d, v"hich in the next harvest will reap 
the bonnfit of cattle droppings. It to a sonsiblo custom, 
Thigh jVmlgrtnts aro doing voll to follow. 
2. 
_A 
CUTGnE- 
The reclamation of these nomads gras eoº speedy that even ae 
early as 1904, thoy began to show a love for agrioujturo, one or 
the most striking Seaturos of the Agricultural show held at 
iyallpur In 1904 Was, as the Colony Mort nontions, MTho success 
attained by aong1ts with their exhibits ' Considering that 
agriculturo has been their accepted pursuit for only halt a edlen 
to a dozen years, it was a distinct triumph for there to complete 
sucoesstully with sonn or the tinost agriculturists In the woride l 
It MD7 bo montioned, In passing,, that the 1anglifl were at 
un 
first quit o/x111Ing to a acept grants ,, of 
lands which the Govern- 
Dent intended to a )co to them. Their reluctanoo to acoopt the 
lend is a Tory beautifully expr©seed in the tollowing linca of a 
Rufabi POen. The Colonization Officer rrosoos then to acoapt the 
lend feig thoir roply 1s: - 
" All the jangisa requontoa rith roidod hands, 
Hang ue but n yer give us land. 
To "0 ready to loayo the oountr r and baooma beggars 
im vil1 nover wait for to-corroy and aro ready to leave our huts 
to-day 
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not even : raine sufficient for cur foal can b© produced in this 
jungle. 
7rom whoro shall we pay tho fund roVOnUO do not destroy us 
D it young ©ahib =ado thsn put thoir thumb xaarXe 
They giant on rap3 at ing ' Do not cto oolvo us Olr' 
06-11 
1, 
i/ý 
0 
a Oma! 
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In matters of social customs as also in agriculture , it seems to 
Lie that there Is a do oidod tonConoy on the part of the j cnglia 
to assimilate now ideas. Thin tondency in visible anong the 
iiigrent s too. The 6i1 Jots and yamboho or Amrit aar card the 
trains of Jullundur have, of course, little to Vlarn but the nomad 
grazier as also the less ehillod po asont a have adopted now mtl2thode 
of agriculture and the former has even b©gua to use buliook 
carts ( Ref. Cl. IV. P. 17" ) In matter of cuat cn tale CKIrdaspore 
peasants have gradually overcome their deep seated few of building 
parma, houses, and tho Araln torn or Jullundur have supplemented 
their county petticoats with volumnloue trousers. In Jullundur 
their previous style was too well kinorn tp excite cotrmont. fiere 
they have sound that trousers on holidays are essential to dignity 
and the social status to which the colonies with their increasing 
health have nade then to aspire. To a Europore 4ind this change 
nay seem inhignitioent, but it atribas a native as peculiarly 
remarkable in view of tro 2vndam' ntal aversion In which the 
Arains woven were used to be hold by the colonists on account of 
their particular torn of dross. 
The dress of it Janali, in this connection, deserves a 
special mentiaa. My friend, to tThom I have already mentioned says 
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" To did not 1 ov of a shirt beforo tho colonization* our 
savourite draw only a®naistod of a ahadlr (shoot of cloth) 
tround our loins ßnd a patlca (a turban about 2 yards long) 
on our hoad 9 The intimate connection with tho inmicrants has now 
brought about a ooiaplote change in thoir dross. kost of then now 
roar long shirts and Suil turbans -a droas which gives their tall 
and be it itul forms a gentlemanly -appo aron ce . Tho drags of a 
aangli vom m has also undergone a ronarKable change. 
It will be lnteronting to rmntion that thoy 1havo also begun 
to recognise the north of educaticn . They notlco tho children 
or itigranta soink to school with intoroat and noon to follow 
them in this respect too. 
The successful settlement of the nojaads is an In portent 
eoomolalo arroat of the oolonioa. Thoit criminal ardour hating 
bean oooled by vigorous repressive measures, their disinclination 
to 'tare lend was gradually overcome. The belief that tye canal 
had cone to stay began to roroo iton3 upon then and they Sound 
it advisable at last to saaka for themselves the best terms they 
could. They vero treated with great liberality in the matter of 
grants and have long since settled do'Wn to a peaceful agricultural 
lire. They have acquired much Znouledge from the 1 rant s 
and most of them are now fair and many of them de oidely good 
culjsyotors. The standard of living or the jangiis is rising no 
doubt but as yet it is lower than that of the Immigrant e, Tith 
the result that a jongli is able to rake a living oft a land that 
the central pmaabl Wann not soot at, 
Ito 0110 o=ld oYor phoph6 7 the era or tranquil devotion 
to t ho acts of poaoo that vas In atoro for those marauders of 
to Bar. ' Tho suocoaa of tho iansli sottlonent3 Is a striking 
inst anco of the triumph of cnviron nt a over heredity. The 
Canal colonioa havo converted thoan 1n clis from pastoral nomads 
in to Industrious agriaulturistr. 
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U&RF00(ijTla Aß8 T 01 &L IRRIGATION 
Most people are aware of the millions or acres that hale 
been reclaimed by Irrigation from the 4ungiee of the Ptuiaab, 
The Irrigation is not nero1yusetul for maturing crops throughout 
e tt'ot s of precarious or light rain fall* There arc. however, 
many other indirect benefits which accrue to the irrigated 
countries, even where the ralntall Is fairly good. The Indirect 
benefits of canal irrigation may be s 2uarised as foilowe:. 
(1) Power of substituting iiediate eoxing, in case of 
destruction to advanced crops. 
(1i) Diversity or cropping i. e. Insurance against losses. 
(iii) Maintenance of cultivation and demmd ror labour throughout 
the season. 
(iv) Prresence of fodder, pasturage, and water for cattle. 
(y) improved sanitary conditions. 
(1) Power or substituting inne diate sovingg In case of 
destruction to advanced crops :- In the absence of the Irrigation 
facilities, an agriculturist cannot substitute a crop when the 
original crop is destroyed either by frost or poets eto. s Here 
I may uention the case of my own village. Cheat crop was excellent 
in the last Year and g! -To a splendid promise or bumper harvests 
Ire Were all happy as the prospects were exoeptionally good. 
However, a severe shower of extraordinary hailstone in the begin-" 
ning of them oath of Baisak j (April) completely ohtaged those 
happy oonditiaB. All matured Crops Were utterly ruined. A few 
villages in the eialkot District which depended Scor the most 
part on Bar i cultivation wert, stmilar1Y affected by the nature's 
wrath. The Plight of these ault! vators was very miserable and 
they had no Irrigation Zaotlitlea for the growth of next crop. 
The case Was, however, different with the tenants in *y oin 
village on account of the Cmal Irrigation. The ruined wheat 
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fields were Quickly ploughed into the soil and sown with AMd 
crops as melons, etc., Thoso tonants uloo bogen to prepare 
the 
land for sugar Md cottons it is quite oaaY to contrast the oon- 
ditions of the tenants in both Y111a80e in the 131alY. Ot and LYalipur 
Districts reepeotivelY. Tho tenant In the lattor diotriot had an 
assured aU'pl1 of water. Which enabled hin to grow some other 
crops, while the poor cultivator in the former district had nothing 
to fall baoX upon on account ct tho Saot that there were no 
Saoilities for irrigation and consequently the growth of the next 
crop gras eure to be delayed. 
Irrigation is also the cause of other benotite. It eaTes 
crops from the trout in the cold seasons. It there are severe trout 
t 
in the month of 7'ebruarl Eoria (coil saod$) crop Is than liable 
to much damage. But the irrigatod fields esoape almost entirely 
rroa the da aging eft'eota : or; this 'aalaM3, ty.. Thin point has Tery 
F3 
bon been exnlelned to me by my father who seºe r The oultiirttora 
are oonstantly on the look out in the months of Poh and Uagh 
(Deceaber and Jmuary) and freely irrigate their young crops 
to prevent misahier. The idea of irrigating the fields against 
Croat to similar to that hold by cultivators of irrigated Doll. 
They re3oio4d ezoeddinsly Then propitious rains arrive before tote 
Zrosty eeaaon " As for its soleatiitio reason we both kaoir nothing. 
AU these instsnoes are to ffiaow that many trials beset a 
cultivator and his ohimoes of profits trom the harvest are Tory 
speaulatlTe. The danger of '1elc in got over, not to a Tory little 
extent, by mans of renading his aowinga without delay, ioh is 
possible only through the raoiiitiea for irrigation. Om als In thin 
respect help the Z$Mlndare to a great deal. They Bate thorn from 
seasonal olezaatiea and it In spite of their efforts the existing 
orope are ruined, canals do hake it po esible for every oultiyator 
to renew his coring. 
2)DmTerslty of cropping. i. e. Insurance against losses: - Ail 
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the Vise agriculturists agroo in the advantage or cultivating 
a variety of cropso that is (". i)a not carrying all tho ores in 
one basket') A peasant in the old districts lilac Aialkot cod 
Ourdanpurs follows this idea in a rough tray by cooing various oil 
mixtures as vheat and Qraas or j7raras and barley. Uhis however is 
not right roan of 1nourano', as the mixed quality depreciates the 
caret price of both I Inds of grains. The underlying idea of 
sowing the Joint crops is that dry weather v13.1 suit one plait and 
rainy season the secondr. Manoo some measures of insurance may 
be expected. Mn the Canal colonies, however, the position of a 
cultivator is much sounder. The Principle generally followed by 
the agriculturists is not to grow Joint crops but to grow different 
fields under different crops. 2 had an opportunity of diaouaaiºpg 
this problem with Gerdes BUdh Dinah Zaildar of ohak No. 185 
district Lyel. ipur and he said .! 7ho extorts or the AgrQounurel, 
Dgpart; ent and the experience gained by the Agrioulturlat s have 
made them wiser than before. They do not now grow nixed crops 
which reduce the price of their ooaaodit$es to them, but different 
fields are now eom under different crops with a view to secure 
a diversity in cropping and to maintain a good quality of the 
produce raised. 1 The benefit of this way or sowing is important 
and obTious too. continuous and heavr rains are disastrous to 
cotton and anillets, etc., but an adYantageou8 to sugar cane and 
rice. This diversification of crops is seldom possible 1% non- 
irrigated are as and, this Sonn of tAsura i oe is, no doubt very 
and. It one crop tails through seasonal calamities the success 
of another may ma)oe good the loss suffered by tin agrioulturlst1j. 
(3) Maintenance of cultivation and demand for labour throughout 
the aeasca. In the Canal Colonies then (owing as well as thip 
maturing of crops doom not Very much depend(jpon the mexoi or 
raine; but on the assured supply of canal grater. Tith the result 
MAIL the agricultural operations never cease throughout the year 
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'In Magh end Phagan (January and Pobruary)) ho says '3ho 
ground 1s prepared for sogar cane while the matured cane is 
harvested und pressed for juice. The spring crop requires 
greater attention. Weeding, watering, Sensing and keeping ott 
animals that damage the crops occupy a number of hands. Harvesting 
of Toria is carried out in robruary. Picking of cotton also 
absorbs a good deal of labour (especially the women ro]. K) in Ohotar 
and Bisaki (starch and April) tMe cutting, carrying and threshing 
these spring crop is in tu1l owing and there, is moreover, an 
Increased demand for labourers to hoe and tend the young sugar 
plants. lach difficulty is experienced in finding hands for 
sowing cotton, etc, at this time. In Jaith (May) the threshing Is 
still orten incomplete and the young irrigated crops require 
groat attention* In the month of Har, Daten and Bhadun (July 
August and September) it the rains are good ploughing, sowing and 
treading occupy nanY people. It, on the other hand the monsoons 
rail labour is in great demand to push on irrigat io u for sowing 
field crops Asua, Katak and Uaghar (October, November and December) 
are aboetbed in sowing the spring crop. In irrigating it and 
in completing the 2harit harvest 
Thus It is easy to see that in the canal Irrigated tracts 
labour Is in demand throughout the year. 
It is this very tact that accounts for the higher wages paid 
to a ploughman in the canal irrigated areas then in the old 
districts, A ploughIan In the Lyallpur district is generally 
paid 4 mania (32 naunds) or grains excluding his food and 1od g. (x) 
This difference in the rate or wages is responsible to some extent 
for the movement of labour . Tom the old districts to the Canal 
irrigated areas. 
(x) Ii 
am 
Indebted for this to 8. Randhin Oingh of 8aidoke'Distt; 
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(4) Presence of fodder pasturage. 
'mose Mio have experienced severe drought cm hardly forget 
the terrible mortality anongat cattle $ 'said a Jongli friend or 
nine, when I was d1aoussing the cattle problem With him. X asked 
hin of the streut that the opcnina of Chonab Canal had produced upon 
their favourite protossion of brooding cattle, iris reply was quite 
roasonable. 'Aithouch the reduction under pastnrap nroa" said 
he 9 has led to the roduotion In the AUMber of cattle, yet It 
has certainly improved their quality. How orten pro bad to migrate 
to the Ravi Banxe in search of fodder and water end in trt periods or 
severe drought many of our cattle died on the War. Nov %iith 
to introduction of Canal Irrigation all this horror is avoided 
and a regular fodder supply Koops cattle in a very good condition$ 
I have als o been given to understand that the straw of all 
the coal crops raleed on the Canals makes the ccnditlon of 
cattle still better. This straw nay be regarded as a supplementary 
source of the SU-nply or fodder. If rains are good and a consequent 
plentiful growth of herbage is sufficient for the cattle than the 
whole or a part of the straw on easily be disposed of chile in 
the period or drought ca the are fed upon it. 
(5ý Improved sanitary conditions. 
Yoars ago it was thought that canal irrigation wouldbe 
the cause of many forms of diseases. This belief bore good Srult 
In one way. The oovern nt sanctioned large surds of money for the 
execution of drainage vorXs, 'with the remit that cities like 
Lyallpur. Qojra, etc, in the (ienab Canal Colony ham beocrie 
the model or unproved sanitary conditions. 
At the opening of the Chenab Canal Colony nothing was eo 
eoaroe as the drinking water. The Virgin -soil. in tho beginning 
yielded bumper crops and henoe there was no aoaroity of food 
grains, but drinking grater could not be had at all. 111 the Welle, 
constructed by the Oonerni eint at Lyallpur wore braokitt and unfit 
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for drinxinß water. With tho dovolopzcmt of irrigation. horovor, 
tho veils that uaod to bo brao}iah have nor booomo nnroot. Evory 
yoat an intorootin$ oxporinsit In tried at Lyallpur. A troll 
1,; oolooted tor drinking purpoooo Und canal vator is pourod into It. 
Thi a lo one tlroo or tour tinon during tho cold noarion and the 
soll vho oponod for uoo in tho booinnina or hot noanon attordo vory 
Groot and cold wator. Evory tyoar thin proaonh in ropontod and a 
now voll iss awlo tit for drinking purpown. In Ay otm village 
the exporinent has boon portori d in the similar linon with 
oxoollont rcuaulto. 
This m ply of goody drinJinb vator nado available through 
the canal water In really a groat boon to the pooplo, rho used 
to struggle for the vo©oolo of drin)=3 gyrator at only a ton wolle 
that were not litter. 
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jgrioulturo in no longor a' wiblo in rains Rann at proper 
titoa wo, no doubt, Tory Much UDOZ' ºl oven In tho boot Irrigated 
traute . yot pro con nou oaroly annort that ovon undor ware or 
eoanty raine, 'a rl ture In tho colonies in rioro eoouro now 
than it had boon only -; thirtY Yoare ago. Thn canal irrigated 
area in lnoroaoina every You and fr' ., 11 1887-88 to 1921 - 22 It ha© 
inoroanod by Me t1=086") 
7ho orroot or thin innroaov in tho total oanal-irrigated area 
j vory oaww to ro®liae. Evoly nor aaro brought undor cultivation 
etd8 to . the 
land revonuo or tho Provinoo and to tho Prospority or 
tho cultivator. Tho roZar)able inoroaao in tno land rovonue from 
the YOUR 1879-80 oan be coon fron tho following riguroe : - 
(Yearn) 1879 - 8o ................ 2,09. ol. 437. (n Ba) 
1859-90 ................ 2.43.90,2.00 
1899 - 1900 ............. 2,71,12,178. 
1909 - 10 ................ 3,08.46.483. 
1920-21*** ............... 4,69,00.104 
3921-22. ................. 4.90,48,5 64 
Via Pißuroa 3h01 that total 1t id roVornlo In 1879-80 Is 
B2.29o9r o14,37i but in 1921-22 tho total at undo at xe. 4j90,48.564 
it has noro t? #n doublod during the past 42 yearn, Tho land rovonuo 
is no longer a 'gamble In rains' but, on the othor hMd, goon on 
eto adl1Y in era aping. 
It does not noW fluctuate with noasonal varlatlono as it 
used to do before the oponing or canal ooloniei. It should also be 
rox emborodtthat portion of land revenue duo to*irrigatlon cuy be 
shown separately as Irrigation 
(x) (x) Rot. 18rioultural Otatiotiotioo of indin. Vol 1 
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Agricuituro in no 1on1or a 'j8 blo In rain' fginn at proper 
tiroo ao, no doubt, very auch uooru1 oven In the boat irrigated 
tracts , sot vo can nor carols aanort that ovon under Yours of 
noanti raine, 'Agriculture in the ooloniea in noro somm now 
than it had been only s thirty yoars ago. Tho canal irrigated 
area is inoroaainß every soar acid tr=, u 1887-88 to 1921 - 22 it has 
1noroasod by five t1r0e 
:) 
,, o orroct or thin innroaoa in tho total ownal-irrigatid area 
In very onay to roaliae. ETOIY noa aoro brought under ouitivation 
wo to the land rovonuo or the Provinco and to tho nroapority of 
the cultivator. The roziurkabl© inoroane in to land revenue from 
the yearn 1879-80 oai be noon rron the Pollotiinz ritturoe : - 
(Yeara) 2879 - 80 ................ 2,09.01.437. (Xn Ra) 
1889-90 ................ 2.6 3,90,100 
1899 - 1900 ............. 2,71,12,198. 
1909 - 10 ................ 3i 08.46.483. 
1920-21.................. 4,69,00,104 
X921-22 .................. 4,90,48,564 
The flguroa show that total Und rovoimc in 1679-80 18 
R8.2, l09, ol, % 37, but in x921-22 the total nt undo at Ra. 4*90.48.564 
It has = Oro MVII doublod during the post 42 yoara, Thu land revenue i 
is no longer a 'gamble In rains' but, on the othor hand, £ooo on 
st o adilY Inoro acing. 
It done not noTf riuotuato With seasonal Yariationo an it 
usod to do beforo the oponing or oanaLý ooloniee. It should afro be 
ronenberoa that portion of land revenue dito tmirrication cay be 
shorn BOparately as Irrigation 
x) ix) Bet. ABrloultural ©tatiotiotion or Zndia. Vol 1 
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(indiroot roa®ipto) and the rioa in Irrigation roooipto both direct 
awl Indirect (see Fig IV. 
P. f9" f") la a surtloiont tribute to the 
profitable n taro of the colonie a. To su up, 
it may by cui d that 
trio canal oolonlee havo nct only inoroased the r©venue® of the state 
but have also 8tabll1aed them. 
2. BnIllTN(RPAIGEOPL= 
ono or the most (oonsplououä feature in t)-, o eoonomio hi story 
of the Punjab has been the rapid and continuous rise 
in the price paid 
for agricultural land (x) This rise has o. narked effect on the develop- 
=ant of the province. It has attracted non-zanindars to the land and 
bare encouraged the invostment of money in the purchase of 1and. 
An intense fiend hunger has risen at=g the zamindars und most of them are 
consequently trying their 1uot in the inhospitable Junglos of Bikaner, 
irhero vast tracts or and have been R ade available for cultivation, 
on account of the Sie-sutluj Project, Tho rise in the prioo of land Is 
quite roaarkablo in the colonies Md the re suit s of aunt ion or colony 
land at different tines nay be tabulated as foiloxa: - 
fix) lx) 
IA! LE OF = COLONY YEARS OP BALD A=UGE MIM 
PER A 
1. Chanab (Rai Branch) 1892 Rs 43- o 
2. 1uniea 1896 " W5-0 
3, chenab (Ra)h Brmch 1899 " 134-0.0. 
4, Jhelum 1902 " 153-0606 
50 cßiunian 1905 " 266-0-0 
6. Upper ienab 1920 " 793-0-0- 
The highest price paid per acre IS As. 793. in 1920 
X18 amounts to Roo. 19825a aquare of 25 aoree. It may be interesting 
to mention in this connection, that it is only a few days ago that a 
landlord ne ar the Lyallpur city has told a square of his land for-, 
Rs ýS thousands, v'hioh amounts to Ra 19000 an aore. 
This rise in the prioe of land is no tray the result of the improve- 
Ref. T®alth d TelZ'are or the 7Ra11ab Str. CalTert P. 97" 
get, The Punt ab Oolouy U siual - Str. J. G' Be asley. Yol. l. P. 245. 
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fonts etto otea. :n tho land. It may bo odua to high prico for V" 
the produoo or landj nooial nroctiG® that attaahon to tho ovnorohip 
pr 1tnd and last but not tho In ant to tho doYolopi cat of tho colony. 
It 13 mostly duo to, it 1 32Zi bo t 1.101f tt to quota 11111 9 Th' gonorot 
procxolJz or olvilioatlon" 
3.1TO1A TT rB' ToLý., + yIIm2z, '11 :M 
Mho at 1o u7 ror tro im Lt lt : Port ant 11nj ab crop both in 
Yciuo and in aaroatm. it is tho atnplo rood of iout pvn3abio 
and 13 nieo tto chief crop for ©oto and oxport In most dictrioto. 
Tiro area Icoiorally over 9 uiliicn apron or which halt In irricatod 
and holt Uirricuted or Bituni. (x) Jn to total area under 
all crops Is conoraily about C ri]. lion aaron, It will bo coon 
that vhoat oonstltutos from ,o to 5; Is or the area or crops, It 
Iznt aloe by or intora ut trj noto that 40 per cent of the thocit 
area of India in found In trio riznaabf x: ) I have n molt collected 
: icur®s for the"'_area'. nndjiold or this atuplo crop from the your 
1891-92 to 1922-23 Which may bo tabultitod a rolloun : -(xxx) 
____ 
Are gL Tit ! L11 Xlnl! LIn_ ton_ 
1891-92 ............. 6,224000.......... 1,420, oco 
1901-2 ............. 7,22.100......... 11p 846.332. 
39o9-io............. 9342,000......... 3.434.000. 
2921.82 ............. 99981,000.... 0.909 4,183,000 
1922-23 ............. 10,870.000......... 
Aa trio graph indicatoa trio total area under trheat has risen 
fron about 6 pillion aoroo in 1891-92 (tho your of tho opening 
of tho Ic or Clenab 00101 W) to 10 =1111M aora® In 1922-23. 
Aitho= thoro are many tiuotuationn in the annlcal urea under 
Cheat, yot tho ooureo of lino in tho crab aiois a rising tondenoy ° 
x have not been able to sat soparato tißuroe for the canal oolonleS" 
C X) Rot. The Land of Fivo rivers -P 259. 
(xx) par. "«9 aeotion 492 
(Xxx) too graph P, next 41. eupp. 
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It to, thorotoro, the total nroa uncior shoat (both irr1gatod 
and unirrlßatod) t'hich la roprooontod in MY gra3he it mty be 
aaro1y aawrtod that lt is gonorally tho Blartml aroa Which 10 120 
norrtly roaponalbio for thoao rluotuationo In tro total aroa 
undor Wheat and not tho canal-irrICatod ono, vhoro thoro In 
groator aoourlty of crops on account of poronnial irrigation 
than in tho Dana or. ]IftrMi_ londn. 
rho ticuros for tho oxport trado of uh»oat are e wally 
i11uatrat1TO. Bororo tho annf)xat lon thorn wao no oxnort of hea& 
but durlna the decade 1886-95 (tho period of the opon1I of 
Lour Chottab Canal) the export agoraged to 278 thouosnd tone 
and during the last decades In oplto or the artificial 
rostriotionsg the export by rail and rlveravoragod over 840 
thousand tone Por annum (x) 
To surr UP* it may bo Maid 9 that tho oanals havo addod 
much to iho rood supply of the provino olp rithcut Which the 
Funlab would halo boon uncibbto aupport its populution, and the 
, main factor 
in the siovaiiont of the rural : population, for 'the 
last tiionty years has been the oxtontion or ®tho canal ayaton 
. Dietricte such an Jhcng, 
Lyallpur mid uontcoio ry n ich now 
support a donna population vorn praotioally doaertn before. the, 
canals opened then ups cnd i©ro then inhabited by a vary sparse 
population of ahephardo and traziore. 
49 rannt, 121-MBIBLUTIO T OF 1IF1AP 
The total numbor or poraons candor tho group of beggars 
v agr ants. witch®e and Wi Zard3 Group 10.189 Pwn l ab Gen aus 
Boport 1921) In 590,514a, Tho 'local distribution of thin 01a83 
corroorondo vary 01o0017 siith 'htti TO call tho diatributlon or 
natoriai uoulth in the IUnIab, the canal colonies shoving the 
largost Porportion of beggars. It in all natural. A buggar 
vlould, n©vor CO to a plaoo thoro pooplo a rO p our and haVo no 
(x) Rot. Lind of Fivo Aiv©rn. -- P. 282. 
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surplus over and above ghat they require as neoeasary for their 
existence and it is this Saotwhioh accounts t'or the smallest 
proportion of boggars in South East, extreme North and the 
liIm 3iYan region. The local distribution of beggars is surely 
ez indioation of the prosper1ty of oo1onieq, " 
f"., ý, ý,,., a., ý . 
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There are two main olassee of cotton in the coloniao 
the deoi (country). which is itself a mixture of varieties. 
and American, which is a comparatively recent introduction. 
These varieties are very, different in appearance, the American 
being a bushy plant. whilst the Indian cotton plant is tall 
and elender. One of the most striking aohievmento of the 
Punjab Agrinultural Department since its inneption has been 
the introduction of an apparently acclimatized variety of 
American cotton denominated as 1. F. 
The American Cotton is very popular in the Canal 
Colonies. It has certain advantages over the dUj. 117 father 
han told me that the yield of the deal cotton per acre in 
higher than that of the American but it is the hi; zher price of 
the latter in the market that has made this variety acceptable 
to the Zamindars. It ray be noted that American cotton is 
also superior to the d. 21-931- so far as even picking, is concerned. 
The latter if not picked up once a week will at once fall down. 
While the former in quite good in this respect. It never falls 
down even if it is picked up attar 20 days. This very fact 
that the American Cotton stands good to picking, has done much 
towards making this variety popular among the Zamindara. 
The popularity of this American Cotton in only of recent 
growth, From its use in a negligible area in 1913, it became 
increasingly popular in the Canal colonies, till in 1921-22 
it formed no less than 511 per cent. of the cotton on all the 
colony canals, whilst in that year inc the Lower Bari Doab no 
less than 13 acres out of 14 sown were under the American*, 
It covered a maximum area of seven hundred thousand acres in 
1920-21. Meair'hile the area under desi cotton was also under- 
going an expansion in a smaller degree, consequent on the 
great rise in cotton prices during the years 1917-18 to 1920-21 
The area under deli cotton in the colonies reached ito nnximum 
*Ref. The land of five Rivers - Page 269# Secs 518. 
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in 1919-20, when no loan than one million aores wore under 
these types, oorrmonly classed together under the trade 
designation of eainde-Punjab Cottons. But in the years 
1921-22, the area under both 4. p* and jiggi cottons markedly 
deareaaed, once morn in apipathy with the drop in cotton 
prices (P. g. 3 ). it seems that th©re is a tendency 
among the Zamindara to produce what the market requires. But 
this tendency requires much development in order to enable 
the producer to effectually eianaipate hi=elf by learning 
to produce what the m3rkot requires. 
Uoreovor. 'during tho five ycars (1917-22) tho out turn 
per acre of unginned 4. F. cotton has shown a general decline. 
There is evidence that the 1919-20 and subsequent crops have 
undergone a deterioration of quality fibre. This diminu- 
tion in yield and quality yap be due to progressive deterior- 
ation due to the resurgence of ivpure dominant characteristics 
or it may be due as a well informed agriculturist has told me 
to want of water in the critical montho of September and 
October. 
(i) Physiological researches are needed to elucidate the 
present low yield of many types of cotton. It is also needed 
that the causes responsible for the lose of crop due to bud, 
and ball shedding rust be found out. 
The Rork of the Agricultural Department has already added 
enormously to the profits of cotton growers, and if the pro- 
blems which await solution before a further advance can be made 
demand time and patience, we can go forward with the knowledge 
that the scientific-results achieved can undoubtedly be given 
effect to in the general cotton cultivation of the Province 
through the organization which the Department of Agriculture 
has built up. 
(11) The isolation of the best unit from the existing mixed 
orops. 
This has-already met with conspicuous ouooesa in the canal 
colonies. A short staple cotton (Deli) has been replaced 
by a, long staple Variety. Mut there again seems to 
50 
bo a prooonn of progroooiv© dotorioration. Puro coed in not 
available in the prall nark©to with tho romultn that tho ordi- 
nary chop kooporo poll a riixed oood undor the nano of farrrka 
Dij (ocod produnod by tho Agricultural Dopartnant). 
Thin mixed quality of oood is vory rich rooponoiblo for the 
deterioration of our kapan (cotton). 
(iii) No loco important thin aprirultural romotrohoo to 
the improvomant or cotton markotings the object boing to ob- 
tain for tho prewar the fulloat poooiblo price for the cotton 
he produaoa. The poaoibility or introdueinre certain irprovo- 
. onto into ronera1 agricultural practice will 
dopond largely 
on ouch a rarkot orpo. nization. It in not suffiniont that the 
major markets aro willinc to pay enhanced prices for ouperior 
or for olonn cotton: This premium runt roach tho rrowor. To 
offent thin purpose tho organization of primary mzrkoto 
requires improvement to bring them in touch with tho major 
mirkoto. 
A natiofantory improvement in tho raarkotinrr of ootton an 
well an of other actrinultural produce can only bo offoeted 
by co-operative aale. The firnt oxparimant hao boon tried in 
Iyallpur, the centre of the Lowor 8hanab Canal Colony. The 
roaulto are vary rush encouraging, and convincing. * 
Of all the now vari©tiou of cotton and ihaat introduced 
by tho Agricultural Doparttront, thin 1tr rican cotton in by 
far the moat important and is very -. uoh accepted by tho 
zar, dndars; Thera in, no doubts a rising domand for the needs 
of improved qualitiao or 'hont; but I can any from try own 
experience and from what I havo been able to ; athor from tho 
zamindars that the American Cotton to rush more popular in 
the aolonioa than the oaloatod variotico of 'shoat. 
7- scF CEP- : 
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CHAPTER X1. 
Experiment or cooperative gale. 
The problem of marketing is a fundamental one. Wealth 
Is increased by increasing production or by dizainiahing 
conaiunption. Production may be inoroanod by diminishing the 
cost of producing a oorodity. The process of production is 
not complete till tho commodity produced reaches the oonouner. 
Uarketo have Como to be tho centre of all exchanges. It is 
therefore that in estimating the coot of production the mar- 
het charges must also be taken into consideration. In the 
case of agricultural produce, the production may be divided ihto 
(a) crop raising and (b) narkoting. The cost or production or 
every naund of wheat produced to made up of the coots of raking 
and nar1 of irk: of that particular amount o 
In order to effectually emancipate hiulnolf the Zamindar 
must learn to produao what the market requirea. This he has 
learnt to come extent. As a result of the great rise in 
cotton prices during; the years of 1917-18 to 1920-21, the area 
under deli cotton in the colonies reached its naxirrºura': And 
also in the years 1921-22 the' area under cottons of bothe the 
Varieties mar1odly'decreased, in sympathy With the drop in 
cotton prices (Ref *7V, . P. 4xs) It BQems that there is a ten- 
dency among Zantndars of the canal Colonies to produce what 
the market requires. The next important point is that the 
Producer must also arrange for marketing in a businees-lixe way. 
And th... triic the cultivators are deplorably lacking. 
-.. Iya11par - io the centre of an 
important area. The develop- 
ment of irrigation combined with acooes by rail to the sea 
and other parts of InOia have enabled a large exporting industry 
$ Ref. Area and yield roport of 1920-21. 
XX Ref. Wealth & Welfare of the Punjab- Hr. CalTort 
P. 54. 
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to be developed in wheat, cotton and o11-aeoda. Wheat as 
diatin uaished from othor food crops has an international value 
and Lya11pur is regarded as the granary or wheat. The mar- 
koting problems stare quite manifest in this important city and 
it ; ran therefore that it was selected for the first experiment 
in the cooperative aale in the Punjab. 
The first attempt of the sale of cotton by auction ro- 
suited in failure on account of the combination of muddienen 
and big buyers both of whom refused to attend. It gras then 
decided to invade "onezy's campe and establish a co-operative 
eo=ission shop in the market and a society containing both 
individuals and cooperative credit sooietiec was organisede 
members nov take their wheat and other produce to the commission 
shop where they learn gnat are the current prices. If there 
is a demand for immediate sale, the produce is sold out on the 
conission basis if demand is slack the produce can be stored 
and the cultivator is allowed up to 74 percent of the extimated 
value on the security of hie' stock, the balance being paid 
when the produce is sold. 
The position is sufficiently clear and benefit to the 
cultivator is quite tianifest to silence the man who denies the 
profitable nature or the system of the co-operative aale. I 
am very much indebted to Sardar Kartar Singh Sandhu, the In- 
spector of the Co-operative Credit Soeletioa who tried his beet 
to explain the importance of the cy sten of cooperative sale 
to me. Sales are made by the commission shops to a broker on 
the behalf or the producer. The commission charged is annas 8 
as against 12 per cent charged by an Ahrti. In addition to 
this the Ahrtis data the producer pay for the Poledar, who 
empties and fills the bags, the Toledar, who does the weighing, 
the Changar who separates the dust from the grains and to 
ate: (a rund of charity) and the maintenance of a Gaoshala. 
For all those the Ahrtis' charges are about 14 per cent; but 
the conraiesion shop charges only annas 10 per cent. Apart 
from this the Ahrti also charges for the Lanpri (coot) M=a 
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Grater career) anti tho owooper, who are all paid in kind out of 
the groat heap i. e. by the producer. I have, calculated that 
total of the charges both in cash and kind amounts to rupooo 
3 per cents in the case or Ahrti while Rn. 1/6 per cont6 tie 
charged by the eoraisolon shop. It to n of too much to Day 
that under the cover of thous latter charges the Ahrti makos 
further appropriations for himself too and the ignorant w. ri- 
culturiet nolor suspects hin : 3hnh. Vy father hau mentioned 
marry inetnnae to me when the produce sent to the market was 
first veit'hed, but the Ahrti never credited un with the full 
mount. Then he was asked to explain the dieorepnncy in 
those two ireiphinP, s 0 he would always Day that the wheat was voyy 
diinty. An intereetin; case was riven to me by Chaudhari Din 
Uoild. the Inopeator of the Co-operative Credit Coc lot ien in the 
hyalipur Dintrict. A bid? landlord living noab 1yallpur cent 
ecmo of hie produce to an Ahrti and Como to the oonionicn chop* 
lie weighed both counts before hand and found that while the 
shop credited him with full weight, the Ahrti's octimat© was 
considerably less. In thin wady Co-oporativ© chops are building; 
up a reputation for *honest dealing an weil no for lower Charges' 
Tho Srportanoo of thooo co-operative ca1Q vhopa 110 In 
to fact that they onab1Q the cultivator to hold his produoo in 
expectation of higher prtaos. The under lying idea is that the 
gror©rs requiro financial assistance in order not to be forced 
to Do"1 thoir produce too early. 'It has been found$ says a 
shrewd observer, "that it this be not done. it simply means that 
the apeculntors atop in and nocure the grain in order to hold ttx 
tiern for hlrfler prices s it I ti not in the interest of the 
Ahrtis to advanco monoy to a cultivator in ordor to holp him 
' pof. The Aarkoting at tanna pr©aucto. Told, 
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for holding his produce with a view to pell it in future. 
The Shah on the other hand buys up the produce as soon an it 
is available at lower prices, to sell it or to hold it himself 
as the ease may be. Za. 'nindars are generally in debt to these 
Ahrtie and the important result of this indebtedness is the 
control of tho crops Cupply of the Zamindare by the Ahrtix 
Even the big landlords with every sign of outward prosperity are 
often heavily indebted to their Ahrtis who go even further than 
this. ills capitalistic relation with the landlord enable him 
to control the produce of the tonant, who cultivates the land 
or that landlord. An illustration will serve to make it clear. 
A Sufedpoah Zanindar holding about 5 squares of land Is under 
debt to his Ahrti. Ire has, in turn, capitalistic relation with 
his tenant and also the small peasant proprietors of the ne'iPh- 
bourin' villages with the result that the Ahrti has a direct con- 
trol over the produce or the Sudeiposh and an indirect one over 
that of the tenants. It is here, that the cooperator sale shops 
come to the help of both the landlords and his tenants with a 
view to save the poor, i, gn. orant, and hard Torking Zamindars from 
the tenacious clutches of the Ahrt1. 
One of the Zataindar' a chief difrioulty lies in the neceasi. 
ty for tr ediato sale of their, proluce at artitid1ally, low 
prices. This is met by the co niseion shops, as the Inspector 
of the Co-operative Credit Societ , es has inforzed me, by arranain 
to advance seventy five percent. of the value of all grains: 
brought in mhether cold or not. Leery tan ility ie prodded 
and every arrange. ent is made by tho co: r.. mission shops if the 
A Ref. : oa1Lh and Welfare of the Panjab- Mr. Calvert 
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dostroa to otore hie produce. A furtnor facility is provid©d by 
ma}: in. Finall advances up to Re. 50j- to approved Rentlomen dealing 
with tno eitop, who find tncWselveß in Lyalipur rrttnout ready money 
With them. 
me result in the rice of the sa1©3 is quite apparent. 
Up to the middle of September 1922, the amount of wheat alono rocs 
from 300 tons in 1g21 to 1,050 tono in 1Q22. The amounto may 
appear ana11, though the rice is quite remarY. nbio; but the figures 
conceal o very important fact. In 1921, praottoaliy all the wheat 
had come in bfr August, thi1o in 1922 it was estimated that more tha 
half the produce had boon hold up. Tho fiauros roproventing the 
total aal© through the co-oporat170 cafe chop Iyallznir mty be 
tabulated as follows: 
% 
Year '11oat sold. Cotton holde 
Up to trio 
310t. Juiy, 1920 
" 1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
490T 
20212 
28059 
u6su5 
43483 
rads. 2161 nde. 
4322 ýº 
' 1245 "I 
1868 
5270 " 
The important point to notico tu that the oon., aission shop 
has put the cultivators who deal tvith it, in a position to hold 
their produce if they wish and if all the Zanindaro join hands 
with the shop thoy can, no doubt control the supply of their 
produce by holding up, and thus can pre7ent prioen from falling 
bolor what is reasonabl©. 
The Lo 1 or Chenab Canal Colony I to sum up j has offerod a 
field for this intereflting and usotui oxporionco of the sale 
Y. I am indebted to M. nisi. wcha* tho Co-operativ© 
Inupeotor Iyallpur for these figures. 
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by co-operative commission shops, which aim at the welfare 
of mir voiceless tout hard working tillers or the coil. 
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!L AP T ER . 1. 
tnc1>>ntrirt 
_. J2elrttigii . 
hnt,,, Om 3_ßl rjpulturt! nrrt w. ýrýýr. rrr 
It is a well-known fact that agriculture is a uni- 
vorcally provelant occupation of the 25 million inhabitants 
of the Punjab no'leas than 144 millions are of agricultural 
occupation, while many more follow agricultural pureuite in 
addition to come other occupations. * The roRionn in which 
the percentage is below average are those which are Cavour- 
ablo to industry or trade. The Census Report of 1921, 
clearly shows that the Tahoila in which resides the greatest 
percentage of persona nupportod by agriculture are in those 
zonen where no alternative occupation in possible, namely, in 
the nub-Himalayan region and in the tracts lying outside 
the area of perennial canal irrigation. If wo exclude the 
cub-Himalayan area the apparently anomalous conclusion in 
reached that 'the area which in most favourable to agri- 
culture has the atnalleat proportion of porsono engaged in 
this pursuit. '** While the un ratorod deserts of south-eint 
Pun jab, Dora G2iazi Khan and the Thall support a very high 
percentage of poraorc by agriculture. 
The explanation of this strange coincidence of facts 
is given by the Superintendent of Census Operations, Punjab. 0 
"Agriculture$. he writes, *is the primitive industry of the 
Punjab, and in those areas in which agriculture flourished 
in the past trade sprang ups roads were built, and there 
resulted that surplus of wealth which has always formed 
the loadstone of ability and enterprise. Where agriculture 
flourished industries have more readily flourished too. " 
Put in other words we may say that surplus wealth is essen- 
tial for industrial development and the surplus wealth in 
the Punjab can only be obtained if the land, which is the 
potential source of wealth, is cultivated to its a mo t 
ref tnb e use. Yr. Cotlver it his Wmfilth And ' ]fnre of the 
Ref. Punjab Census Report 1921 Chapter 1 Page q. 
Ref. Punjab Census Report 1921 do. " 10. 
0 Ref. Punjab Census Report 1921 do. " 10 
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Punjab has eiiphaslned this very point that the prosperity 
of the Punjab induatrion i9 likely to dopend on the proa- 
parity of the basic occupation of agriculture. 
Thora in. of courne, ono oxooption to thin general 
rule. A very notable area in Rhich thorn to high percontage 
of agriculture oooupation, inapite of the faut. thzt it in 
well-served by perennial irrigation is the Loiter Pari Doab 
Colony. The explanation ! iven. by the Cuparintendent of the 
Consul operation is quite nonvinoing. *This Colony1 Bays 
he, 'to of recent developrent'and thouth m =3r ,r and 
cotton ginning factories have been cat up, agrioultur© still 
supports more than 60 per cent of the population. " It will 
not, therefore, he very surprising if in the next decmdo 
the pressure on agriculture in thi3 Colony will co-o to 
less than 60 per cent. Thin is also true of the Lower 
Ch©nab Colony. With development of rcn and ginning 
factories oven the agricultural labourorn aro tending to 
leave thoir occupations. It my be noted in thin connection 
that in the factories oven women and children got employment, 
'while there in no subsidiary occupation for thorn in the 
villages. Thin reason accounts, to a large oxt¢nt, for 
the paucity of agricultural labour in the Lower Chenab 
Colony. 
The same tendency is bound to be perceptible in the- 
new arena, whore the extention of irrigation will be 
corºp1oted in. the near future. The 68 per cent and 69 per 
aunt of poruons engaged innagriculture in the Pazalka and 
1ktasar jai ilo roßpoctivelyt will certainly be very truoh 
reduced by the completion of irriiation and the develop- 
n3nt of the tract from th3 industrial point of view. To 
aura upq thor©foro, wo may nap that canal irrigation draws 
peoplo away from agriculture towards trade and industry. 
Paradoxical as it ma3r seem the'Punjab canals are the chief 
industrialising agonts of the Province. 
The following groups have been noi®ated as repreaente- 
i 
, ý> r 
.ý 
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tive of the ändustrioo of the Punjab.. 
Total 
Group workers and 
dependents. 
25 Cotton-ginning, cleaning and pressing 
26 Cotton spinning 
27 Cotton-sizing and weaving 
u. u. Carponter, turnors and joiners, eta, 
48 Other works tin iron implements 
55 Potter and earthen pipe maker, eta. 
81 Sa. rbers, hair-dressers and wig-m, kora 
91.886 
1080201 
756, oo1 
)07,267 
211'486 
294p443 
276,095 
Total 2,1)ßt}, 379 
Those groups support 2,1)4,379 persons, being 8.2 
per cent of the total population and being over tau per cent 
of the pereans engaged in all indu3trieu. The local dis- 
tribution of these industries in an Superintendent of 
Census Operations writes, ea T-shaped distribution, the head 
of the T--stretching along the North-Western 1'ailway from 
Rawalpindi to Ambala and tho log of the T- down the Lyailpur 
Colotiy-. In short, Punjab industriesr are flourishing in 
those areas whore agriculture 2'lourisrha and where good 
railway co runioations have boon devolopod as a matter of 
course. The Punjab canala are, therefore, promoting the 
Industrial development of the Provinco, rüde by side with 
agriculture. 
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CHA PTF. A X111 
Problem of ineebtn©sn. 
Every one will be ready to admit that the Lyalipur diotriot 
t the riehest of all. The agriculturists Karo migrated from 
the old districts to this important centre of trade and Indus- 
try. Thooo who worn poor find themselvo1 proßp©roUe and thoße 
w to wore prosperous find thoinoo1 o© rich. Largo areas are re- 
claimed, production Is inareaaed and with compact holdings, 
reiular harvests and high prices enormouo profits are redo. Me 
ultimate effect' t eayn Ur. Darling,  is likely to be different' " 
With an Improvident and almost wholly illiterate peasantry wealth 
is equally dissipated, and ghat remains has to be divided amongst 
a larger population. .... It is profoundly significant that in 
the last ten years debt in the Ilyailpur dietsriot has inoreased 
by nearly if arores 
I zinve made an attempt to study tho problem of indobtedneae 
in the rillageo situated in the neighbourhood, or any on ohak. 
The balance street of Yundan Lai Ode (Raft Appendix 'C' Page 
shows that he is undor debt to the extent of ßs. 774, an 2. 
He oponed his accounts with the present money lender in Sambat 
-1q7$ (1920 A-D). After a year the total debt camp to Rs 424, 
as 14 p. 6, after the second year it rose to Re 604, as 6, after 
the second year it rose to Rs 609, as 6, after the third year 
the total debt is tho'n to be ES 718 as 7 and now he$cis indebted 
to the extent of RE 774, as 2. These figures Thy be tabulated as 
follows . Year Rice in the debt. 
ßamba lt 976 (1920 A-D) opened his aoeoun s. 
1921 .............. Qs. 4 2ýi-1ý(-6 
1922 ............. 
609- 6-o 
1923 .............. 719- 7-0 
1924 ... """"". """"" 77i- 2-0 
Tnece riguree olcar7y illuttrat© the etoa&y growth of 
debt. 
Albr. The Punjab Peasant in prosperity and debt. 
P. 253 (1r. Darling). 
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The balnnoo shoot or Sayad Chima or rhak No. 162t11°, ß C. P. 1o2), 
le equally illiistratlio. The Prowth of indebtedness will be 
seen from the followin' fipurea, which give in brief the re- 
salts of ry enqu2ry: - 
1974 Gambat (1918 A-D. ) total dobt ans 1 708. 0. 0 
1919 "' 782. 0. 0 
1920 "" 1194. 0. 0 
1921 "" 933. 0. 0 
1922 "" 1229 1229. 0. 0 
The debt of"thie peasant proprietor rose to R. 1229, in 
1922, und it was the time for the ionoy lender to oust the 
cultivator fron his lane. An additional sun of Re. 9959 gras 
paid to the agriculturist, uho in return, mortgaged his half 
a Square of land for nix years. 
All the balance sheets ropeat the Leaae woolvil tale. The 
land is passing from the agriculturist to the money lenders. 
The Zczaindars are being reduced to the level or more oultiva- 
tore and they tool no interest in the inprovonente of thier land 
With the result that their labours benoine forced and slavish. 
Zoonoalc lose resalting from t*iis state of affairs both to the 
Cultivators and the province can very well be imagined. 
All this is very pessimletio and it may bo prophesied that 
the canal colony districts Will eventually become as indebted 
as any other part of the province. 
I am ready to admit, at the outset, that like many others 
I always regarded that land rerenue wan a primary cause of 
debt. Tnis point of view of mine was very often confirmed by 
the agriculturists themoelves. I have had an opportunity or 
meeting an old and well informed villaier of chat No: 162, 
ftký branch, district Iyallpur. 242iat is the cause of your in- 
Qebtednese., I asked, 'Land rererrie: a1e Vie role cause of our 
ruin" wan the frank reply: Ihn statement wan coroborated for 
maw or his co-villagers. Every bony tried to inpreaa upon 
Me the eeverity of the land revenue. They held and I was made 
to hold that land revenue xae the main cause of their indebtedness 
'c'Yllamla Ne ujar ryt1a Ae". 
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The balance rheete prepared by rio, throw cufficiont light 
on the problem of indobtodnoon in those villages, rrora which 
the facto 'hare been collected. It mnv be interesting to 
mention in this connection that ninny dirrioultiee lie in the 
way or an inveotigator of economin conditions in te rural 
or©ae. The Banta of Chac No: 162 tlan Branch Is very well 
acquainted with me, au this village in oituntod only a dietanoo 
of a mile from that of wine. But, oven than, to tmopoot©d me 
for a man havina7 somo connection with Vie Incowo Tax roparttiont 
and was therefore cuito reluctant to choir no his I Ph1 xhntn 
(Account Book). I explained the wholo situation and gave him 
an aseurance that he w uld never come to the clignteat harte for 
alloiin ma to see the required accounto. lie was convinced and 
i am indebted to him for the valuable information that he has 
given ne. 
A close study or the balance shoot of Kundan Lal Ode, 
(Appendix MC° Page it ) who owns and oultivatee eight acres of 
land. Pro: Katax, Sarabat 1976 to uagh 1977, that to nay, in 
less than a your, inter©ct'char, es on his debt are na. 86. 
The indidenco of these charges on the land of EudU. n Lal Is He. 
10, as 10 per acre. Lot us consider a little further, as the 
accounts or the next year are still mor© interesting. The 
interest charges fron Magh naibat 1977 to starch 1978 i. o. for, 
a full year are Ito. 91k, au 6, pies 6" Thin incidence on his 
land is about Ra. ll, an 12 per acre. 
Lot us take the balance shoat of Ga can Cfiman, a peasant 
I 
proprietor of Chaff Not 160, Ram Branch, district Iyallpur (App. 
"C" P. 15 ). He oina about 12 Aares of land and cultivaten it 
hineelf. The total borrowed money fror Chot 1973 to liar Combat 
1975. that is to say, in almost a year to 118.9311 as"6t and the 
interest ohargen alone t ouAt to io"103, an u. The inoidonni 
per acre of hin land is Aa. 9. It , nay be pointed out in this,,! ¢='ä 
connection that the rate of interest in both"tho above cacen is 
only 12; 4 per annum. 
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This low rate 16 duo to tho reason that money In advanood on 
tho eecurity of land, and w1tnout ouch security the rate may 
rise to 24 1 or Bien 30 1, or even more than this 29 the case 
may be. 
It may be eioncluded that in above mentioned instances the 
annual incidence of the interest charfoc on land Is about fe. 10 
an acre, if not more. The land rovenuo including abiana ahargoe 
Local rates and ceases, is also not more than Roo 10 an acre. W 
We may roughly cay that the dwiand of money lender in equal to 
if not higher, than the doaand of the Government. Therefore 
tigere is no juatifioation in the state.:; ent that land revenue is 
the primary cause of debt. 
The balance sheet of 9Vad CM a is important from another 
point of vies (App. "C" Paw-). It gives the ratio of the money 
borrowed from land reton'to to the total amount borrowed. The 
total honey borrowed fro: ßaribat 1974 to 1978, that Is, say in 
four years., is ire. 3211-14-6. The total amount borrowed for 
the purpose of land rorenue, local rates, ablana charges ceases 
etc* cannot be more than (All those chrages amount to Ps. 10 in 
those villages and 12 acres will pay Ra. 120 In a year and the 
total anoint for four years will be Rs. 480) Rs. 480. The 
result is obvious. The money borrowed for the purpose of land 
rerenue etc. to only 14.9 ý of the total amount borrowed in four 
years. it may also be noted that the debts rsiltiple of land 
revenue eta* in this case, is only 6.6. That is true of this 
balance is true or the others too. I have calculated that while 
between 14 to 16 °ß of the total borrowed nonoy goes to the pay- 
sent of land revenue etc., the rast 84 to 86 ýA of the total sum b 
borrowed In used to replace cattle, moot intorost charges and for 
Akhrajat-i-Knnagi(monoy for household and domestic purpoios), 
a big item indeed. The absurdity or the atatcient that land 
revenue is the primary cause of debt is no glaring that it 
needs no ooient. 
In the above case tho debtor, ultimately aortgaged tiffs 
land for viz years. Thus tie nano whom the Color7 tried to make 
I 
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n prosperous oziä rioli pane nt roll an easy pray to tho monoy 
londer i ana rar, rcoucod tr., the rent of a rleultural labourer. 
The br: 13fCC thoet of Qulab (App. "C" P. i iv Du .1 of 
interav. an 3. n7truetion. }ie in a tenant. auitivatinp ono 
equaro or land on trio Fatal Iyetdw (u it and half nynton) and 
therefore ordinarily 'no may be aoLpitrod to a poz vans proprietor 
-. rho craltivutos 12j- nores of lrºnct. The total n mount. of ronoy 
bofroved In a year (fron the 24th: Rar 1976 to the 7th: Har 1977) 
Iv nW. 837-5-9. The monoy borrowed for land rovenuo in only ßa 
131 1.0. ab, vt 16.611 of the total borrorod mor. Qy. Interest 
ohmrf1uo 01or. 0 cu: ount to 2190p% The rern! ning 6016 is borrowed 
for the marriage of hir eon feasts tit Axhrajat-i-Kling as antat] 
eä in the brilenoa Meet. The rarrIc o of his son did not poet 
nim 1c. 010 then 1109400 Ito* 31 ti ou of the 1c n6 revenue. Io 
quite cure or ©iery detail in this bölanoo sheet; an the tenant 
belonO, v to 4y on village. 
it rry be intereatini t, note another Important point. 
2nc ccc-untn or Culab givo us a ftart1nJ point for cowparison 
of the ziateriwl prooperity of the colonioa pith other d1atriotee 
The total moj'nt boTroied in a year is 6j tt ou or the land 
revenue, while the districts of Sialicot, G'urdazpur, Anbala and 
Tfoshir rpur, the debt' 3 multiple of land revenue 113 17,1R, 27 
and 20 reopertl7oly: 
` The balance rhoet of Khundan Lal Ode to 
vhieb I have already referred, cloar], y mows that his debts 'mul- 
tiple of land revenue hau not risen wore than 7.15 in spite of 
the tot that he has added to his debtu by purchazing a bride 
for RH. 371«6 W has al: o incurred additional exponeos on ac- 
count of his marriage. '"` 
it may be c}uri iarizod that land rovanwo is not thu prirnry 
,, atod by tue. AMou h cause or debt in the Y3llzzgon liiiostig 
I have boon obie to give only a re r InLtanaea! yet tr. ofo haz o 
enabled nQ to Study the Situation ¬e it in and not mu it is 
generally shovn to boo . 110 maln C flt 3(r of debt r. Fy be the 
Y. lof. The Punjab . Peaeant in prosp©rity and debt-Mr. 
par3. inn. 
P. 24. 
'cf. The Debt of 1ste year is Re. 572v land revenue 
80 and debtß 
multiple of land revenue in 7.15. 
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neoeaeity or replacing the cattle, interest ahargoa and 
Akhrajat-i-F nagi. The last item Many inaludo sorge necessaries 
a few luxuries and many wastes. The money spent on drink 
is also inserted under the heading of Akhrajat-i-Khangi by 
the money lenders and it iss this big item which is mostly re- 
sponsible for the growth of debt in all the above oases. 
One may aak, why land rerenno is generally regarded by 
the Zamindars as the primary cause of their indebtedness. 
The explanation of thin ir' very simple. Their attitude towards 
Liebt is quite passive. They borrow money from baannia and 
most of them pay him back in Kind. Treu have large supplies of 
wheat and other products, but it is money that they want in 
return for all their produce from the land. A Zamindar 
values more a rupee than eight seero of wheat (Re. 5a maund 
because he has an ample store of the commodity. All this 
is due to the law of marginal utility. This tendency or 
valuing a unit of money greater than the amount of the commodity 
which that unit can ourchase (only of those commodities, which 
Zamindars generally produce themselves) is quite manifest in 
the case of females. If a beggar comes, the old lady of 
the house will never grudge the pleasure of giving hire two 
pro ies If a seer) of wheat, but she will be quite reluctant 
to give him an anna Which in the price of that amount of 
wheat. All this is to point out that the agriculturists, as 
they are, attach greater importance to a rupee than the amount 
of corn which a rupee can purchase; because they have anough 
of the corn as compared with the money. At the time of paying 
the land revenue they pay in cash and therefore with wistful 
eyes, as they are quite unwilling to part with their money. 
Blut they have to pay it before a certain dato. It is this 
apparent compulsion of the payment of the land revenue as 
contrasted with the seeming leniency of the money lender and 
coupled With the reluctance or parting with the money, that 
or 
makes an agriculturist think that all the payments land 
revenue is the hardest and therefor tho primary cause of his 
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indebtedness: but they never give a second thought to those 
silent figures which go on multiplying day and night on the bahi 
of the village Bania. In the ptyznent of land revenuer an 
agriculturist is to pay in cash for which he very auch longs, 
while to his Shah he has simply to offer his left hand thumb 
and even that only twice a year. When after a rev years the 
land is mottgaged, the old wrong notion gets confirmed in him 
that it is the land revenue which is responsible for his ruin 
and not his friend bania. Sooner he realises the enormity of 
his mistake the better will it be for hima. 
9 L& 47 TBýe 
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oonRlumI(J. 
A ghnr: t Ej 2rAg . 1.. i2rvey. 
Seventy yoars aro the Punjab, now the groatect wheat 
producing area in India, offered a precarious source of 
livelihood to the cultivators. There were no irrigation 
works and their"oonoornttant railways which are the great 
fentu reo of the Punjab in reodern timee. Famines were frequent 
and imnenso-, traets of and land@ now under the plough,, were 
capable of oupportini only a sparse population of nond 
cattle Cra? iera. 
atatistios of canal irrigation at the time of the 
nnneixation in 1848 are scanty, but the only canals then in 
'existence were the Pauli Canal, irrigating from the Ravi 
r, . 
river portioni of the Gardanpur, Amritsar and Lahore districts 
and n ome 'innundation canals from the Cutli j, Chonab and Indus 
r. trers. The areas irrigated by these canals are not on 
t4aord in any accurate form, but, no far as can be ascertained 
he Hasli canal irrigated some 50,000 acres annually, the 
`ý3utlij and Chenab innundation canals about 20,000 acres and 
Indus innunds. tion annals perhaps 100.000 anreu , while, 
later on the transfer, in 1858, of the Western Tumna Canal to 
the PauJab, `a canal which had already been greatly improved 
under Britiah adrinctration in the North Went Province, now 
tho United Province3, added upwards of 300,000 acres to the 
area. irrigated, annually in the Punjab from canals. The 
majority of these canals wore more scratches in the low 
. lying land no .r the rivora which in the summer when the 
rising floods sent their spill over the riverrain, drew off 
the water a littlo further from the banok. 
Tho changes that have occurred among the innundation canals 
alone are most substantial. In 1922-23 more than 1r$oO, OQO' t 
acres were irrigated by tho varioue innundation canals of the 
inco. * putt of r 411 lnrun ibn emnsis ar vurs Imes- 
XI. -. The Marvel of. Punjab irrigation- Col. O'Brien 
P. 2. 
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conto upon the irrproviaationa of the eultivatorn thansolvos" 
The real work of the Tanjab Digineore be Mn when they otart. 
od to harneae the rivers with worko of great magnitude and 
to take poflneeaion for the benefit of the country of all the 
winter flow and a portion of the suz nor floodo" 
In 1851 tho Upper Bari Doab Canal project aau put in 
hand, r©plaaing tho IIaaLi Canal and oxt. ondine tho b©nafit 
of irrigation to groan hitherto dop©ndont on a prooarious 
rainfall, The construction of this canal was ori, inally 
regarded as a Tattor of political neo©oaity. It was im- 
portant to provide erplopiont and an early supply of water for 
irrigation for the largo bodies of disbanded aikh soldiery# 
whose homes wore in the water shod between the Ravi and the 
Boas. This canal irrigated in 1922-239 about one and a 
quarter million earao. 
Then oam4 the Lovor Chonab Canal which was oon3truotod 
to change the and aaste of Bar thin suitable for grazing 
purposes onlyrinto a populous and prosporous Colony. The 
irrigation from this is the bigsoot of any one oyntom and 
amounted in 1922-23 an to a little more than two and a half 
million acres. This wan foliated by the Loiter Tholum Canal 
xhiohyturn©d another desert into the wealth Jhelum Canal 
Colony. This canal waters come 800,000 acres annually. 
Than oumo the world wonder known as the Triple Canaln 
sYntem. It Is the larno3t irrigation work executed in 
India up to date and which nonotitutea a otriking xontnont 
to the onginoering okill of those who were entrusted with 
its design and oonotruotion. The total area commanded by 
the Triplo Canal oycten is 309979000 aorea or 6250 oquire 
Iilea. * 
The oxioting aahiovzonta of the Punjab oanalo mly now 
b© owed up. 'ghat they havo done may ba gathered from the 
fact that in 1919-20 when prices wero at their highoot, 
*R®r. Tho Rinjab Canäl. GaZOttOOrs. Yol"il. anap. 
Canals. I 
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from the Punjab Canals out of 25 million goren irrimtod 
in thin way in the whole of India. In the old dayn there 
were no records and it is not until the year 1063-64 that 
the otetietica are available. From these inoorploto can 
they are in rany rooponto, wo are able to ootitYto the pro- 
groan that has been =do during the last oovonty yoaro. 
Seventy years ago 
, 
1,9 52 villagoa wore i: rigatoci and 621 # 000 
aorea were brought under cultivation by canal wat©r, *while 
to-day 13,425 villages are irrigated and 10,456,658 apron 
have boon brought under cultivation. During thin period 
the length of canals in taue has innreasod from 2,750 to 
19,458 milon, while the value of crops produced has increased 
from 20 millions rupees to 630 millions, In 1063-64 the 
working of the canals renulted in a not logo to Covcrnriont 
of no. 2,01417 whereas at present there is a not profit of a 
little more than 330 lakha" Of whoat alone the out-turn now 
nmounta to sixty million tnaunda. ** 
The rain hoads of tho P ovinoial rovenue are ohown in 
the graph (rig# ). Of th©eo land revenue in the Moat 
aontinuouoly important. It- should be romombored that the 
portion of land revenue duo to irrigntion is aho'rn coparatelp 
as irrigation (indiroot roaoipta). Thin aonninta of the 
estimated extra land revenue reaultinq from canal irrigation 
after deducting the additional expenditure of adninotration. 
In a diatrist like LYallpur which was developed from a sandy 
wasteg it in particul. rly the whole land revenue loan tho 
whole cost of adminntration. 
The rinn in irrigation roneiptas both diroot and indiroat 
(Fig;. i. ) in a uufficiont tribute to the profitablo nature of 
irrigation as an invoationt. From those working oxpenno an 
well as tho interest on tho capital inv©cted should bo de. 
duntod, and not profit from the aanala will trug be arrived 
* Ref. The ý: rval of Iunjab irrigation. Cole Cr 
Brion. P"5. 
** nor. do* doe do* do. 
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and Ra 270 Lakho in 1922-23. * 'Working expenses and interest 
taken together roughly amount to the indirect roceipte 
eo that direct receipts Rive a rough eatimite of the net 
profit due to irriation. Fitr. 4 aiveo. an indication of 
the annual increase in the profits of irrigation as indicated 
by the rise in direct receipts. 
The profito realized from irrigation irivo Boma indi- 
cation of the advantages which accruo to an ononomically 
virgin country from the scientific dovelopmant of its 
resources. This in absolute profit rfter deducting the 
interest on the loans raised. Put into another form the 
Lofrer Chonab Canal is payinu 45 per cent on R3.31 Crores 
invented in it. the Lower 3}sluri la per cent on Rs. 1.7 
crores, the Upper Bari Doib 16 per cent on Rs. 2+ crorea. 
The percentage of net revenue on-capital outlay on the 
canals may also be noted. * 
1" Upper Bari Doab Canc1... ................ 21.06 
2. Lower do. 
3" Upper Chenab 
4. Lower do. 
5. Upper Thelurm 
6. Laver do. 
do. .... ............... 10.70 
do. ................... 1.05 
do. ................... 12.05 
do. ................... 1.03 
do. ................... 16.53 
It would ba indo d difficult to find such a profitable 
investment as the Punjab canals. Thist of eourss. leaves 
out of account the other revonue that Government derives 
from the Canal Colonies, all ultinatelp due to the Irrigation 
Department. And the Govornraont rocoipte are but a fraction 
of the total increase of wealth to the people of the Colonies 
The results of the great irrigation works in the Punjab 
have amply been justified. Famineo are now done away with. 
The dense population of the older districts have very auch 
been relieved. The groat infruotuouo dry jungle wastes of 
* Ref. The Land of Five Rivera. Page 73.8©x. 127. 
** Ref. -Irrigation Report* ...... .. 22-23 
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the Lower Bari Doab are rapidly turning into one of the 
richest and most fruitful tracts in the province. Bar 
1922-239 the canal irrigated area in the Punjab has risen to 
more than 10.5 million acres. (Fig. ): an oroa equal to the 
total ploughed area in England and Wales. 
The oonpletion of the canal colonies and the subsequent 
development of the agricultural resources of the irrigated 
areas have brought about a complete change in the colorized 
areas. The relief given to the congested districts of the 
province by the transference of the enormous numbers to areas 
of previously uninhabited desert in immense; and that the 
wealth earned in the colonies is very largely distributed 
over the whole province is shown by the large amounts of 
money annually despatched by money orders from the colonized 
areas. The protective character of the canal colonies is 
further exemplified by the train loads of R uq which the 
concession rates admit of being despatched in every direction 
to districts suffering from scarcity of fodder. It in un- 
likely that famine relief will ever be required in future, at 
any rate on anything like the scale of the past, for on the 
appearance of distress in the least secure tracts like 
Hissar and Hoshiarpur, the population readily migrates to the 
colonies, where labour is always in demand, retiring with 
money in pockets and wearing beautiful clothes, on the return 
of favourable season. 
The main factor in the developnont of canal colonies was 
to select good colonists and the extent to which they form a 
picked body of the more progressive elements in the population 
must not be lost eight of. In the early days of colonization 
on th8 Rakh branch of the Lo'er Chenab Canal the difficulties 
and dangers of the first colonies certainly eliminated all 
but the stoutest. 
Later on all the many reward grants, whether to civilir 
or soldiers, were of necessity granted to auch as had die' 
guished themselves in their various walks of life, and 
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the competition for peasant grants rose to such a pitch that 
a selection of the best was possible and in general was made. 
This consideration does not, however, -apply to the enormous 
body of non-grantees, who have swarmed to the colonies an 
labourers and traders, but even among them the sacrifice and 
risks involved in cutting adrift from old associations and 
family ties have ensured that the general body of immigrants 
of these classes too come from the more progressive people 
of the province. 
Thirty pears to a short span in the history of the dove- 
lopment of a country. Progreso which can not be gauged by 
scale and measure is oomotimes hardly perceptible in the 
brief period. Of lack of statistics we can not oorrplain. 
As far as the development of the Canal Colonies is concerned, 
every acre of irrigated land is a living testimony of pro- 
gross and prosperity in the colonies. Of material progress 
there are, indeed, on every hand abundant signs. All sections 
of the agricultural oorx. unity are from year to year better 
housed, better clothed and better fed. A short journey'from 
Lahore to Iyallpur, Montgomery or Sargodha is more than 
sufficient to convince the an who denies the existence of 
prosperous, healthy and peaceful commnity of agriculturists 
in the colonies. From in the train one can notice the 
stacks of cotton bales in the trucks and sidings and the 
high bulging snow-like freights of the bullock carts labour- 
ing along the country roads. The smoke of the ginning 
factories in the small towns like Chuharkana, Sangla and 
Chak J'humra,. is further evidence of the reclamation of the 
desert; but the collected proof of it is most visible in the 
small mvndis as Chak Jhumra, aangla, where the raunds of 
white cotton over top the market walls. 
The tract which the canal was designed to serve was one 
of extreme desolation. Water lay for the most part from 
eighty to a hundred and twenty feet below the surface of 
the soil* which the rainfall was scanty and uncertaih.. 
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With the exception of snakes and lizardo the country was 
extraordinarily devoid of animal lifo. The vegetation, 
such as it was, oonoisted mainly of dusty shrubs, some of 
a certain value as fuel but others of no use either to man 
or beast and grazing was, generally opeaking, conspicuous by 
its absence. The onlt inhabitants of the country wore the 
indigenous nomads, a simply and hardy who eked out a pre- 
carious existence by means of their camels and goats, being 
almost independent of any form of diet other than milk. 
'Ouch was the country in which 'engineers of airkar* were 
destined to live and labour for many yearn". 
The development of the Canal Colonico brought huge 
tracts of barren and desolate land under cultivation and 
turned them into smiling fields of corn. The spacious 
bunting grounds of the untamed cattle thieves have become a 
parcelled land of wheat; cotton and oils, of prosperous and 
expert cattle and horse breeders, of excellent dairy farms, 
of neat and tidy villages and of shaded water ways. The 
girgin soil yielded exceedingly generous returns and the 
magnificient crops converted the poor colonists into men of 
substance in a short time. A large export trade of wheat 
and cotton net in brought wealth and prosperity to the 
province and resulted in making Lyailpur, the Chicago of the 
East. what a" Wrip Van Wrinkle would think if he were to 
awake from his 40 years ± sleep ? A' dos©rt land, where ones 
not a blade of grass could grow, has now become the charao- 
teristio scenery of the plains and the contrast between the 
luxrrt, ent green appearance before the crops are cut, and the 
dull brown after is most striking. 
From the point of view of all the concerned, the Canal 
Colonies have effected their purpose. They have proved a- 
most remunerative investment to Governments have greatly 
relieved the excessive pressure of population in the congested 
districts of the province, have reclaimed the criminal tribeq 
have raised the depressed' classes in the pale of society. 
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hzvo otabaliaod tho Govornnont'a rovonuoa, havo rado North 
ßostorn Railway a paying oonoorn, have oriRinatod and 
dovelopod a tendency in tho Punjab agrioulturist to migrate, 
have provided a field for the Agricultural Dopartrnont to 
give offont to ito ooiontitio rosulta, have enriched the 
aultivatora + have enhanced the goner al wealth of the country 
ar , ý. laat but not 
the leant have added oovoral thouaande of 
miles to the agricultural area of thß Provinces 
"Prooperity and plonty have folloxod tho canal water in ito aako. 
Town have oprang up in 7ildornaan , all arodit to the 
great organizora" 
Moro i izo. ' raugar oano otoo eroro novor heard of 
"Nox thorn arc fioldo novorod tiuith X44, orchard and Horror bode. 
'Lovoty bungalowo with boautitul hodgca and Drooping 
over-groona root tho oyo ovorywhor, . 
1Ih ahoi havo givon plaoo to farm crops; thrauigh the blonainga 
of oanal water. 
GA Punjabi Poem'. 
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APPFNT)I _ýg,, 
1. The mit of mr c ,nn 
The prevailing apeter or inhoritanoo among the land 
owning peasantry leads to a progre3suvo fragmentation of 
land and results in what is known as the uneconomic holdings 
many owners of a tiny share in a landed heritage have no 
hope of deriving a living fror its produce, and wculd be 
better placed if they could realise their each value, which 
they fail to do, becauso a holding which consiate of tcn 
minute patches scattering over the land of the whole village 
cannot be sold, they struggieoon, ther4furo, and try to liv 
on a holding, which can never give them more than a starva. 
tiony seid. This is what prevails in the districts of 
foshiapur, Jullundur, Sialkot, otc. 
Tho problem of fragmentation of land his led many 
economists to tax their brains for times out of number. 
It is this problem which is disturbing like nightmare the 
sound sleep of the Co-operative euthoritioc. - yragnontation 
is an evil, the results of hich are clear to everybody and 
therefore* need no repetition. i. lo " to avoid it? that 
scheme may be put forth to replace the ago old later of in- 
heritanco? These are the cniGcatio questions which still 
await solution and have, therefore, from time to time forced 
theWselvas upon the attention of all those who are interested 
in rural oconirncs and have the welfare of the voiceless 
millions at heart. 
The Co-operative Department is doing its utmost in this 
connection. The instance lies the village Goraya in the 
lullundur District are the living examples of its success. 
Baut it may be pointed out that there is nothing to prevent 
the old vietimc process of fragmentation from taking place 
again. The land once consolidated will, though not in a 
very short time, certainly be fragmented again, if no check 
ja imposed upon this process. 
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I am, at presont, only oonaornea with tho Painjab 
Canal Colonies. During my ramble for the collootion of 
statistics for my thesis, I have vary much been impressed 
With the smallness or individual holdings ospeaially in 
the peasant proprietory village. A peasant who hb4 a 
square of land died and his four sons inhoritod 6 acres 
each. I am roady to admit that the problem of fragmentation 
is not and will not come to be so serious as it is in the 
older districts. But as far as smallneus of the holdings 
is concerned the time in not far off, when some solution 
will have to be found in order to enable tho increasing 
population to support itself. Ih a generationj the peasant 
proprietor, which once forinod the backbone of the agricultur- 
ists in the colonies, will be reduced to the level of an 
agricultural labourer. Even the yooian irantess (ßutraid 
Poshs) who seam to be puffed up with the possossion of 5 
squras of land will, in a course of generation, be reduced 
to the status of peasant proprietors and tho day is not too 
far to imagine when the posterity of a jrescnt Vufraid Posh 
will either be lowered to tha position of stell proprietors 
or be absorbod ry some prosperous neighbour. I have been 
abale to collect a fear tables and they may be given below in 
support of what I have said above. 
(5 squares) - Wir Singh 125 acres 
I 
11 
E2=ah Singh Bartar Singh Karam Singh 
(41) (41) (41) 
1 
1 
111 
1 L3hna Singh Kehr IAGh 
11'11 
Matra Singh Karam Singh Harsam Singh Mazur Singh 
(10) (10) (10) (10) 
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11. (25 acres) Langal Singh 
1 
1111 
Sha Singh Sant Singh lWaryarn Singh Lal Singh 
(6) , (6( (6) (6) 
1 
11 
Yahna Singh Didar Singh 
(3) (3) 
In the firist table, 9irdar 'air Singh was granted 5 
squares of land in a village 9o. 213, distriot Lyallpur, 
Eharal Singh son of 'Sir Singh In also dead, and each of his 
four sons possesses 10 acres of and. In the second table, 
after the death of Mangal Singh, lanl wa; divided between 
his four sons. Singh in also doa3 erd each of his two 
sons gets about throe acres of lsn3. The second table is 
takrn from a poauant propriotory village Bhopal Gala, distri 
Lyallpur. 
All this is to sho7 that the holding3 in the Colonies 
are grok' ing smaller and nznall©r rund there 13, thnreforo, 
=oh justification for the conclusion, that as tar as the 
peasant proprietors aro concerned, only in a course of a 
ger. eratior. or two, the hoidinga will beeomo uneconomical, 
other things re wining the same. 0 
The old irhabitea lwid has been divided and sub-divided 
from generation to generation till it hag coma to Eighas Kan- 
als and even zarlas, tho cultivation of which inste&d of 
being profitable has actually become a burdcnsone occupation. 
Are we going to allow the same horrible and yet apparently 
inevitable method to go on in our flourishing colonies? 
Mio, not al ß11I To cannot see for once our beautiful acres 
ad squares to be divided into small strips unfit for agrio- 
ulturo anQ only worthy of children's 'mock agriculture'. 
1bQ alnt Qxrn^rehlT 
It is the practical noc©-city based on cccnonic consid- 
orations, as given above, which has led ne to bring forward 
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the echenio to which I refer to give the name of 'Joint 
ownership1, and it is one and the only one solution of 
this problem of concolidatiOn '. ncl sºrMines of the hol. d- 
ings in the Punjab. By this scheme of "Joint ownership1, 
I moan that on the death of a Zai4: indar his land should not 
be divided imong his sons as before, but on the other hand, 
the erhole of the landed property should belong to all of 
thorn collectively, none of thorn being allowed to sell, to 
mortgage or alienate the land in any way in his jndlvt4a . 
capacity. Land should be property of the family-and not 
of the individuals separately. 
The 'Joint ownership* is not a theory, not utopian 
hope, not an ideal dream, not even a play of fancy; but it 
is a scheme -a practical one, which oven the untutored 
sense of a co=on cultivator can realise. Thousands of 
instances can be brough forward from villages in the eol- 
obies, illustrating the workability and practibility of 
this scheme in its simplest form. ßefora citing actual 
cases, let me make it as clear as possible that the "scheme 
of 'joint ownership' will find a congenial soil among the 
Zamindare, where the joint family system is the predominant 
custom, where sentiment of "withness" has been for ever 
strong and ßthere a tendency towards co-operation is quite 
obvious. It is, therefore, for me to show that this suggest 
ion of mine is not to be out forward into practice in time 
to come; but it is already working instinctively and spont- 
aneously in the colonies and elsewhere and therefore if put 
into practice, will not be regarded as innovation by the 
Zamindars. 
TnstaUce fro' tnev l it d1 5trict. _ 
I have found that in Chak No. 369 J. B. district Lyall- 
pur, no such diviolon of land, has, as yet, taken place, in 
spite of the fact that most of the original owners have died. 
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cost of the agriculturists are working on the basis of the 
Soint fa. iily system. The land is not divided at all, it 
is on the other hand, jointly cultivatod, and the produce 
in either kept together or divided according to the needs 
and circumstances. 
(a). lihal Singh owned 2 squares of land, but he 
died two years after the grant had been made to him. 110 
left behind eight eons, who gradually grow up and all of 
them are now regarded by the villagers as very good 
cultivators. They have not divided the land among them- 
selves: but are cultivating it jointly. The land if 
divided would have forine3 8 plots of about 61 acres each. 
It is very easy to estimate what would have been the con- 
dition of that farily if they had remained separate. These 
brothers, however, istinetivoly realised the strength of 
union and they held together. What do wo find to-day? 
They are the owners of 4 squares of land. All of thorn 
have been married, and even some rer. rried. Had they 
divided their land, none -- I say none, would have been 
married. 
(b). Raps Singh of the same village was given two 
squares of land. HE has three sons. 
Rupa Singh 
111 
Atia Singh L: ota 
1 
Singh Tawahar Singh 
1 
Aroor Singh 1 
1 
111 
Sohan Singh Mohan Singh 1 
1 
1111 
Surain Singh Sunder Singh 'Vtazo. Ta Singh Buta Si 
.1.11 Kaldip Singh Buta Baldev Baiwant 
Singh 
Tho owner, Rupa Singh i3 still alivo. Tho family is 
divided in three parts - say there are thron mosses; but all 
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work together and with resulto that i would show here- 
aft or. 
(a), ttihal Singh was given only one square of land 
in the same Chak, Tho tablo showing the extension of 
family may be givon below; - 
* Ilihal Singh 
1 
1111 
Tehl Singh Ichar Singh Sawan Singh Jaiuial Singh 
1 
11111 
Kishna Dishna Gurbachan Amru Kaka 1 
1 
1 
111 
Kartara Tirlochan Teja 1 
Such a large family lives on one square. If divided, 
the land would have formed so small parts that it would have 
been extremeky difficult to maintain the families separately. 
These are only a few of the typical caso , thousands 
of which can be cited from throughout the colony. In the 
above village which I have invostigated, I have found that 
fragmentation and sub-division of the holdings have not 
taken place, even if there were some occasions for this 
division on account of the death of the head of the family. 
All this shows a spontaneous tendency, towards co-operation. 
It is however, desirable that this tendency should be origin- 
ated, developed and strengthened throughout the province, 
and it is for this purpose that I am advocating the recon- 
nition of the principle of *Joint ownership'. 
In all the above cases there is a 'joint ownership' of 
land., in its simplest fron, but it may be distinguished 
from point family system, The latter depends upon the 
common consent of all the concorned, and the reluctance of 
even one member may break the joint system. This combin- 
ation is purely voluntary based on the willinG assent . it 
however, want that this Joint family system should be 
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developod into a joint ownership system through a legis- 
lation, so that no member of the family may be able to 
withdraw in order to demand a share of the lend, however 
insignificant it may be. The " joint ownership* will thus 
make the union compulsory while joint family system is 
purely optional. 
(i) 
A anttg_oV ! ve em_Qt... __ 
loi; 1t.. ownerohln'. 
If there one square of land, it can be cultivated with two 
ploughs, and four ploughing cattle. But if that In divided 
botween five son, of a Zanindar, oaoh will get about 5 sores 
of land. Each of them Rill, therefore, have to enply two 
bullocks and in this case they will require 10 bullocks to 
cultivate the unit of land separately. Thus under the 
'Joint ownerships system, it is possible not only to save 
tho price of 6 bullocks; but also the expenses that may be 
required to maintain them. 
(ii) It leads to er ioienov 
The present system of cultivation is an extensive and 
sooner it is replaced by an intensive method the better. 
The system of 'Joint ownership" leads an increase in the 
supply of labour and thus makes it possible for the land to 
be cultivated more intensively than if it is cultivated 
separatoly. The family of Nihal Singh to which I have al- 
ready referred, is generally known as EirsmnM (the family or 
good cultivators). 
(iii) It imposes a check on the extravagant habits of 
Zamindars. 
One of the main oauses of the indebtedness of a Zaminder 
is the facile habit that he can got on the security of his 
land, If there is no such security, a money-londor will 
never be willing to advance his Money to a ? amindar. _ 
UMlx 
*1 am very much Indebted to my esteemed friend Sardar 
Sadhu Singh who belongs to'the village from which I have 
got these tables. 
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the "Joint ownership' system land belongs to a particular 
family and notto an individual. The members of that 
family can only distribute the produce from the land; but 
they have no right as indivuduals to borrow on the security 
of common property in their Individual capacity. If the 
money is wanted for productive purposes, e. g., to purchase 
bullocks or to effect certain improvements upon the family 
land, then the document'may be signed by all the major 
members of the family. Thus the produce, economy and 
thrift of even one member in the family can save the pater- 
nal acres from being mortgaged or sold. 
(iv) It-leads-lo ye Roo&_handlinR of servants. 
No Zamindar can do without a servant, whether he may 
be rich or poor. A Kama (servant) is always employed, 
whether he is engaged as a regular servant or as a tempor- 
ary, depends upon the nature or the amount of work to be 
done. If the land is diy: ded in fra'vtione each owner will 
have ............................. to employ a servant whether 
a major or minor. But under the *joint ownership' system 
only one or two servants can do for the whole family and this 
has been greatly marked that with such families no servant 
was willing to work, because the members of the family came 
in turn and the servant is thus kep employed for the full 
time. There is always one or the other member who will 
take him to work, 
(v) It leads to united strength which consequently leads 
to social honour. This is quite evident in case of a 
family to which I have already referre4, in which all the 
eight brothers have been married. 
(vi) There are many other econinios which accrue, from the 
prevention of social waste, e. g. offering to a Paqir, Kamin's 
due etc. 
All these economies that r have pointed out above and 
many others which cannot be given here on account of the 
limitation of space, contribute towards the increase of 
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"family dividend". It may be pointed out in this oonneot- 
Ion that in each of the Cason that i have cited above, there 
has been gradual purchasing of more land. In the case (a) 
the increase is from two squares of land to four squares, 
In (b) from 2 to 3P and in the , case (c) from 1 square to 2} 
squares, 
Criticism of the_svitem of "Jolnt ownership'! 
I have put forth this system before my friends, who 
have criticised it in the light of their experience and 
study. I have also tried my best to answer their criticism 
from my inductive inquiry that I have made upon this subject. 
Their criticisms as well as my answers may be su=arised as 
follows: - 
(1) This system will deaden the spirit of adventure. 
No statement can be more absurd than this. It is en- 
tirely unpsyohological, and shows tho bankruptcy of know- 
ledge of human behaviour on the part of those who make this 
point as the basis of their attack. It =st be remembered 
that in all the above cases, which I have cited, some mem- 
bers who are fit for other Jobs are spared for those occu- 
pations, In (a) instance, Wadhawa Singh is educated by his 
brothers and he is a contractor in Birma. Sher Singh lives 
at Amritsar and earns lots. Whenever the family intends 
to purchase a new square of land, the members who are in 
service also contribute their quota towards the purchase of 
land. Teja Singh is serving in the Military Police Burma 
and the other five are thought to be quite sufficient for 
the cultivation of the family land. In the case (b) Sunder 
Singh is a clerk in U. T, Company 25, Rawalpindi. He has 
also been spared from agricultural iperations. (a) In this 
case Isher Singh has two children aho are quite fit for 
grazin; cattle and sheep respectively and thus these two 
sons of Isher Singh are also paid from the co=on dividend. 
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Thus it has boon made clear that in each family whenever 
there has boon an opportunity and whenever some men can be 
spared wo find adventure and subsidiary occupations. 
(2) To those who say that the system is impracticable, 
my only reply is that they rust go to the villages and see 
facts for themselves. The system of $joint ownership$ is 
the only remedy for the worst economic ills of the agric- 
ulturists and it will come to them as a blessing. 
(3) Sons people are afraid of women quarrolu, which they 
think will deal a death blow to those dreams of co-operation. 
Such people should keep their noble opinions and pious 
anxieties to themselves. No good scheme should be dropped 
simply on account of the reason that the women-folk fails 
to see eye to eye with us. 
To sum up, Z may say, that the scheme bids fair to 
succeed. A cultivator will certainly prefer co-operation 
to pororty, under-feeding and weakness. With the intro- 
duction and development of education, the co-operation on 
the basis of "point ownership" will be very uch strengthened. 
Every effort of the Co-operative Department will give an 
additional force to it. land, thorofore, maflt belong to the 
family and not to the individuals, if we want to avoid the 
impending dangers of fragmentation and smallness of holdings: 
if we want to save the strength of the peasant, if we want 
to give permanancy to the consolidation of holdings in the 
old districts, as effected by the Co-operative Department, 
if we really want to nip the evil of smallness of holdings 
in the bud so far as the colonies areoonceraed, if we are 
ready to benefit from experionoe and lastly, if we really' 
want to help him who is the feeder of us all with a genuine 
sense of duty and reponsibility. It is here that we stand 
in need of a legislative measure. 
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APPFNI)I_ X11 
Illow I irVi 6d to th _Co1on. vr. ý. 
In this chapter I intend to give a brief description 
of the difficulties that besot an nary settler. I have 
taken a particular colonist, whose identity I am not at 
liberty to disclose. lie possesses five squares of land, 
and is quite well-off as an agriculturist, r am thankful 
to him that he has taken no into his confidence. 
He says, "I was a poor man. I had only a fow fragments 
of land which I could call my own on account of continual 
sub-division of the paternal acres, from which r hoped to 
oke out only a precarious living. It therefore, joined the 
army in 1890. 1 was quite happy as a soldier, and never 
expected that in days to come I would become a successful and 
prosperous agriculaturist. I heard a rumour of land being 
given to poor Zainindars in the Lower Chonah Canal Colony, and 
I made up my mind - at avail myself of the opportunity. 
*It was n first duty to consult my elders, and I per- 
formed it, but every one of them sounded a note a warning and 
discouragement. To migrate to the colony was regarded as 
an irony of fate, a misfortune and a puni ent as a result 
of our past sins. I had, however, a love for adventurous 
life, and no amount of the sermons of those considered as 
the elders could therefore, produce any effect upon my re- 
solute mind. I knew, and know quite stell, that in case of 
my failure, I would still have a few acres of the paternal 
land to fall back upon. I went to the district officer, 
and submitted an application for a grant of land in the Bar. 
After a few days, I received a hukan (order) that the APPlic- 
ation has been granted and that I should go to the Colonised 
area to select five squares of land for myself. I had, by 
this time, picked up an acquantance with a few other people 
who were like myself ready to migrate to the colony. 
To raigate for Punjabi Za inda; in those days, all bag 
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and baggage was a hard task indeed, I still remember and 
can easily visualise the dramatic scene of ay departure. 
It^fleemed as if r were going to lam (war). uy old father 
never spoke a word to Qe, on the day when I was to leave 
my old village. He went out of the home in order to avoid 
the scene of painful separation, Thanks to the Almighty, 
that my mother was not living at that time, otherwise no 
efforts on my paart could ovor have been able to go against 
her persuasions. 1y little son came running to men-and 
clung to my knoes. A promise of bringing swootmeats at the 
time when I would be coming back was sufficient for the sweet 
creature, I could easily hear the sobs of my wife behind 
the door. She often glanced at me and her speaking eyes 
very well expressed the tormenting feelings of heavy grief, 
She wasp of course, right to some extent, as I was leaving 
her at the mercy oS joint family' system in which a newly- 
married girl has no voice in the r%nagement of the house- 
hold affairs. I was however, ablo to resist the displeasure 
of icy father, the sweet expression of my child, and the 
silent orders of petticoat governmont, and turned my back 
upon the village yndor very propitious times. 
All this =ay seem in these days of the improved maans 
of cnrnications, of light and culture, as self laudatory. 
But a journey to Sandal Bar, in those daps, was not a light 
adventure. The prospects of would-be settlers were not, 
at first, very crich attractive. I started with three of 
ry companions, who. were also : Coaling. an intense hundrr for 
land; but we had harder times than usual, There was no 
railways to the colony, and we had consequently, to march 
there through a country nearly as watse as that to which we 
were going. The Bar was already inhabited by janglis, who 
neither desired nor expected the canal to be a success, and 
who wore, therefore, determined to do all in their power to 
prevent its being so, These people were very violent and 
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uncouth. The country presented a particularly desolate 
and inhospitable appearance, so uuoh "o that the two of us 
refused to believe that the land was worth cultivating, 
and returned to their honoa. I also heard that a few of 
the immigrants died on the way, and novor reached the land 
of promise. 
I and my companion began to roam from one plans to 
another with a view to selecting the land beet suited for 
our purposes. The selection was however, zcade, and five 
squares were allotted to each of us. We had simply to 
submit an application to the Assistant Colonization Officer 
at Shakhot and Dakhla was given to us, 
I cannot help paying a tribute of respect to the amibale 
manners, encouraging discourse, humurous way of addressing 
and good nature of Mr. Young, the Assistant Colonization 
Officer. I am quite sure that if there had been no Mr. 
Young or an officer like him as a Colonization Officer, the 
work of the colonization would have become very rcuoh more 
difficult. Whether there was scarcity of the canal water 
or a change in the water course was desired or in case of a 
trouble from the nomads, one could call upon Mr. Young at 
any time, and for whatever purpose. I remember that I had 
to go to him for a case which had long remained pending 
under the irrigation authorities. He at Once took me to 
the Executive Engineer and remarked in a humurous way *Do 
not try to satisfy him with drawing red and blue lines on 
your map, please do something really useful for him". 
Every colonist, in fact, could depend upon him-in case of a 
need. 
During our wanderings for the seleotion of land, we 
often met with strage events. - Onos we had nothing to eat 
and there was no Hindu village near by from where we could 
get food. For a time we tried to prevail upon our appetites 
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but after all we had to yield and took our food from a 
Lohamnzadan gentleman. I may point out in this connection 
that uzt companion was a staunch religious many and had 
never before this even liked to touch the food cooked by a 
3tohamaadan. The poor follow had however, to give up his 
relgiious conviction for the time being, 
Then at another occasion we missed the right track, 
and had to wander for some time in the bungle. We could 
not find the track up to midnight, when we heard a barking 
dog, which indicated that we were somewhere near a habi- 
tation. It was a bahk (halting place) of the janglis. 
It was really a piece of good luck that tiey treated us 
quite hospitably, and offered us milk to which we did full 
justice. 
it was impossible to cultivate the land without a 
sufficient labour. We ha4, therefore, to go back to our 
homes in order to bring more people with us. No words can 
express the pleasure felt by ry family members, when they 
again found me quite safe and sound. 
I started again with any two brothers and three Kamins. 
We reached the Dar without any mishap. We first built a 
few small huts to protect ourselves from scorching goat of 
the sun. To had to dig pits to place our foods in, in order 
to keep it safe from the nocturnal visits of jaokals, There 
were no maoth boxes available, and we had to keep every night 
a smouldering piece of dung cake covered under earth, to 
light the fire in the morning for cooking purposes. It woo 
happened once that one of us forgot to preserve the fire, 
with the result that we had to remain without food for a full 
one day. A man has consequently to be sent to a distant 
bahk of the janglis to bring the smouldering piece of dung 
cake. 
The opposition offered by Janglis was a constant source 
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of trouble with us. üany times we had to fight with them 
in order to ward off their perpetual attacks made on us, 
These janglis never looked after their cattle, It might 
perhaps be due to their long unsettled conditions and they 
often let in their cattle to feed on our crops and this 
sense of'irresponsibility on their part led to many serious 
conflicto between us, in which we always got the upper head. 
Wo had, by tht. i time, established ourselves permanently on 
our land, with eight or nine muzarias (tenants) and ten or 
twelve kanins. 
There was another eouroe of trouble, Irrigation was 
by no mean perfect and the levels taken by officers were 
far from accurate. I had to construct the waterways and 
then I found that most of the land was unirrigable. To 
remedy this defect, I had to incur mich expense at the time, 
when I had very little money with mo. 
Though we had simply to scratch the land# and the 
virgin soil yiolded bumper crops, our troubles were not yet 
over. The labour available was insufficient to harvest all 
and, even when harvested, there was still the difficuly 
of disposing of the produce, which had to go by the same 
perilous way by which we had come. I sold my first store 
of wheat at the rate of Rs. two-annas eight (2/8) a maund. 
Uany of the difficulties however, were smoothed away 
by detect and foresight of the colony officers, othere 
were resolved by the more efflux of time, At present, I 
an quite happy and prosperous Zamindar, I have permanently 
cottlod in the colony and all the important social functiona 
are performed here. I often pay short visits to my old 
village to coo the conditions of my villagers there, wogt 
of them have not more than 2 acres of land: If I had not 
migrated to the colony, I woul4, have been a ran of no sub- 
9o 
stance. I had only a few rupees with no when I came to 
this new land. Even that little sum was borrowed from a 
bania on the security of my wife'a ornamonts. I shudder 
to think of those days, when I migrated to this place with 
very little capital - borrowed on the secutiry of ornaments 
of one who was most dear and near to me. I have suffered 
much: but have been amply repaid for my efforts by the 
promised land of peace, prosperity and plenty. I now live 
in a beaut.! ul pakka house (the photo of the building is on 
the front-piece), and enjoy all the comforts which a Zamindar 
ought to have. ' 
The difficulties that early settlers had to face are 
very well and beautifully su=ed up in the following Urdu 
verse, the translation of which is also given. 
'By the sale of the ornaments of my wife and daughter, 
I purchased bullocks to cultivate the newly-acquired 
land. 
Got seeds at heavy rate of interest, 
In order to run the house had to get into still further 
debt. 
Cleared an levelled the lands, 
Dug water courses and raise bunds. 
With great difficulty enlisted the sympathy of the 
Revenue Department. 
With their recoiendation migrated to-the colony and 
had to pleased Irrigation Subord- 
inates. 
After suffering many hunilitations, and privations, and 
After the payment of many 1azranas I obtainod this grant 
of land. ' 
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Avvendix C. 
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Balance sheet Kundan Lai ade. He possesses 6 acres of lead 
and cultivates it himself, in Chak No. 293 R. D., District 
Lyallpur. 
Land Revenue, Water Rates 
cesses eto. - 80 Rs.. a year. 
Incline Amount Date Expenditure Amount 8ambat 
(Repaid) 1976 
Wheat 10 40-11-6 Har. 15 Cash for dom©stio 21-1-0 Katak 
maunds purposes 26 
American cotton 
10 maunds 100- 0-0 Poh. 23 Neunda Cash 5-0-0 Maghar 
6 
Our L 
raund 7-0-0 Purchased a now 13-0-0 " 19 
Bullock and gave 
an old one in return 
cash. Baring letter 2-0 
To go to Hardawar in 
connection with a 
death ceremony 19-0-0 Yoh. 3 
Uisoellaneaus 0-4-0 
1-12-0 llagh. 6. 
Purchased a woman 371-6-0 Phagan 
13 
Rice, Ghee etc. for 
his marriage, etc 6-1-0 Chet-1 
For his marriage 40-0-0 Katak -. 
Interest at 18% 
per annum. 86-0-0 Uagh 19 
Total 147-11-6 ZLagh 19 Grand Total 572-10-0 
Aaaiunt settled on the 19th. Nah 1877_-; b}1angq beirr 
Rs, 42++-14-6 
Thumb mark of th debtor 
Balance carried 1977 
forward 424-14--6 ädagh. 19 
American 
cotton 14 5-8-0 Ticket 0-1-0 
seers Purchased a horse 68-0-0 ' 20 
30 seers 
of wheat 4-8-0 30 
Wheat and Bajra for 
the use of family 13-0-0 Ibagan 
14 
Wheat one maund 10-0-0 Magh. 
9 
Total 520-7-0 
Interest at 18ý pap 94-6-6 
Grand Total 614-14- 0 
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Income Amount Date Expenditure Amount Bambat 
(ropaid) (borrowed) 
Accounts settled on Ist. - 
tarok 1978 balanoe b na Rs1609 As 6 
Balance carried 
forward 609-6-0 
Ticket 0-1-0 
____ 11978 Wheat 6 
maund" 33- 6- 0 Uar. 15 For land revenue 22-0-0 Magh 
13 
Cotton 
(American) 50-4- 0 3lagh. 30 Purchased Rice 20 
3} zaunds Boers 5-4-0 Phagan 
8 
Purchased `S'hoat 30 
Goers 7-8-0 22 
1979 
For dociostic 
purposes 20-3-0 Itagh. 
16 
Total 644-9-0 
Interest charges 
at the rate of 
lsýb 138-8-0 
1980 
Grand total 803-1-0 Chet 
24 
Accounts settled on the 24th. Chat. 1QR0 balance b, inrt 
(Thi mb mar o! ' the Debtor) 
Bslanco carried 1980 
forward 719-7-0 Chet Chet 
24. 
Ticket 0-1-0 
Rice, Haldi, condi- 
ments, etc 2-11-0 
lq§j 
For going to Bhadon 
Lyallpur 1-13-0 Asuj 2 
For domestic 
purposes 9-4-0 23 
Purchased sugar 0-6-0 
For domestic 
purposes 9-10-0 Katak 
25 
Total 744-2-0 
Interest charges 
at 10 30-0-0 
Grand total 774-2-0 
Accounts the on he x1st. h 198 
The Debtor is to pay Rs. 774, as 2 
(Thumb mark) 
Analysis: - Last balance of debts - 774-2-0 (1i) rate of interest 18A 
(3) Land revenue local rates etc. (average for a year) Rs. 80 
(4) Debts" multiple of land revenue - 7.15 (of let. year 
only). 
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Dalanco Sheet of Gann Chiu%an s/o hash of Chek No. 160 
Rakh Branch, di3tr1ct Lyalluur. Ile o'n3 + squire of land, 
12-j acres,, which ho cultiv3to3 hi c1f. 
income 
(ropaid) 
Amount Data Expenditure LTount 
(borrotiod) 
date 
Cotton 31rnd3. 
(doui) 101-5-0 t t}1 I3. zianas oarrio3 
forward 708-3--0 Chat 20 
Toraa 4 14-8-0 Cash for purch. - 
asink; rhont 
Our 
1211 
10-0-0 Poch 1 
Latu1 revenue etc. 55-0-0 :ah4 
'Wheat 4B-6-0 liar 
Fanlana ratwarl 1-0130 "5 
For dor: iestlc 
purposes 7 
raid to a Va- 
'n-broker and got his 
ornaments, cash. 1-0-0 
Interest charges 
12$ 108-4-0 
Total 146-3-6 Total 938-6-3 
_. As. 
2. 
- 
Pg+º_Q (Ltlu :ý mark) lc75 
Balance oarriod 
forward 792-2-9 liar lb 
Ticket 0-1-0 
Land rovonue ntc. 106-5-0 liar 
'rho money-lender 
sold a bullock 115-1-0 
Cash fora r.. arr- 
Sage. 146-1-0 
Land roveruo etc. 153-3-0 1128h. 7 
or Chawkidara C-5-O 
7a3lium Patwari 1-0-0 
Purchaue3 a buff. 
alo 85-1-0 Pha. an2U 
l 
Land revenue etc 59-1-0 liar. 2 
ý ýslara rat . ari 1-0-0 
85-0-0 
Ueorrda () 16-1-0 miadun 
30 
6-0-0 31 
Cotton 80013 for 
animals 1-0-0 AauJ 2 
Land revenue eto. 98-4-0 UaFh 6 
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Income Amount Date Expenditure Amount Date 
Cash for seed of 
sugar-cane 2-8-0 Urtgh 
25 
Purchased wheat for 
consumption 26-10-0 Phagan 
14 
Land revenue 75-0-0 1977 
Purchased a bullock 
25-0-0 
126-1-0 Her 11 
American cotton Uagh 
(16 mounds) 324-0-0 15 Land revenue for the 
square of Uayat Bibi 
his mother-in-law 
Tories if ßaunds 
10-0-0 lqZ6 - 18-0-0 
Misc. 8-1-0 
Wheat 25 ' 118-0-0 üar. For domestic 
purposes 9-0-0 Ear 13 
American cotton 
10j mds. 
205-8-0 Magh 
Neondes 4-4-0 Sagan 
17 
Toraa 3- ' 29-12-0 ' 
' 12-8-0 ' 18 
Wheat 32 ' 136-0-0 Har 15 
" 16-0-0 Asuj 29 
Tonic 17 ' 137-8-0 " 
Paid in cash 19-0-0 1taih 10 Cash for domestic 
purposes 8-0-0 Katak 29 
American cotton 
6-1 rail 65-8-0 15 Land revenue etc 40-2-9 Uagh 101, 
Toraa If ' 13-0-0 ' 19 0. sh for domestic 
purposes 2-8-0 Chet 4 
Total 1826-2-6 
Interest charges 
at 12 323-10-9 
Total 1058-12-0 Grand Total 2149-13-3 
teinQ Rs, 1091 as 1 Q_ 3_,. (thumb mark) 
Concession from Dal. carried forward 
the interest 25-0-0 1091-1-3 
Land revenue etc 83-6-0 
2Laize one 
. aund 3-0-0 
Wheat 24 9 132-0-0 
Cotton 40 48-0-0 
Gur 16-0-0 
purchased seed of 
wheat 11-0-0 
Purchased seed of wheat 
Land revenue 43-9-0 
In cash four Post 
cards 1-0 
Paslana Patwari 2-0-0- 
Rar. 15 
K.; tak 6 
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Income Amount data Expondituro Amount Date 
Cash for 3iaju in pay- 
ment of his dobts 14-0-0 ßhadun 
10 
Land Revenue 50-1-0 Uagh 
15 
Total 222-0-0 Total 1295-2-3 
Aocogn i 9ett1Ad. b1 nce heir Re. 1073. Al. P Pl. *4 
The debtor mortgaged () )i1 half square of land on 
Rs. 1,073, as 2, Pies 3 for 4} years. 
(i) The last balance of debt 1073-2-3- 
(ii) Rate of interest 12% 
(iii) Land revenue local rates etc. (average) of a year - 120/- 
(iv) Debts multiple of land revenue (for the first year) -8 
4 
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Balance sheet of Gulab, a tenant of Cardar Jawand Cingh, l3ufaid 
Posh Chak No. 185, district Iýgallpur. This tenant cultivates 
one square of land under two ploughs, 
income amount data expenditure 
(repaid) (birrovad ) 
amount date 
Can. for domestic 
purposes 8-0-0 Chat 
20 
For purchasing a 
bullock 50-0- 0 25 
L976 
For his son's 
marriage 20-0-0 Bitasch 1 
Seed of foffer 3-0-0 Jeth 4 
seed of grain 10-0-0 "6 
Cash for utensils 
10-0-0 7 
Cash for domestic 
purposes 2-0-0 16 
heat 55 
uäa. 5 seers 
sold at the 
rate of 
R5.5 ae. 6 269-4-9 Har 24 
Total 296-4-9 
For his son's 
marriage 
For ornaments 
Land revenue 
For purchasing 
bollock 
Interest charg 
Total 
100-0-0 
2-0-0 
85-8-0 
a 
62-8-0 
es 
12-0-0 
366-8-0 
Balance carried 
forward 70-3-3 
Ticket 0-1-0 
For tho marriage 
of his son 232-8. -0 
Ticket 0-1-0 
For the marriage 
of his son 150-0-0 
Ticket 0-1-0 
Seed of Toria 0-4-0 
Seed of Toria, 
13} seers 5-6-6 
Ha, r 15 
21 
" 24 
" 24 
1976 
Har 24 
S 
4. 
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Incorwe Arnount 
(repaid) 
date zpenditure 
( borrowed) 
Amount Bate 
Purchased need or 
wheat 6 raunds 
at Ra. 6ar. aund 36-0-0 Katak 1 
Purchased 3 maunds 
of wheat 18-0-0 Ratak 14 
Seed of rice and 
4 An, cash 1-8-0 
Purchan ad 1 . wund 
of wheat 6-0-0 Poh 21 
Purchased I tiusa 32-2-0 ° 22 
For domestic pur- 
poaes. 15-0-0 25 
For clothes 'f 
family 25-0-0 Magh 1 
Detail paid lurchased rr. aiz© 
in cash (7 rºaunds) 30-0-0 Thcgah 13 
102-C-0 401-0-6 For an ornauaent 10-0-0 " 14 
Sold American 
cotton 5+ zxdo Purchased 4 Goers 
at Rs. 18 per of cotton 1-12-9 is 
round. 
Sold Dasi Land revenue etc, 45-8-0 30 
cotton worth 17 
R3.100 Purchased gram 
( l0seers) 1-2-6 Daieakh 10 
Sold our (8 xds) Purchased Gur 
of Rs. 67, as 9 ( 10 seers) 2-e-0 12 
Ps. 9 for 
Sold Shakar Purchasing 
(1C aocrs) of utcns4ls 5-15--0 ' 10 
Re, 1, as 14 
sold Totia of 
Rs. 129, as 10 Cash 1-0-0 
For 
Cash doaoatic 1-0-0 
: old foddor purposes 
of Turnips 86-2-3 Cash 2-0-0 
Paid in cash 118-0-0 Cash 3-0-0 
sold 2j mdse. 22-0-3 Paid to his friend 5-0-0 
of grain at 
Rs, a rd. To attend a fair 4-0-0 
sold 251 :.. ds. Interest charges 
of wheat at 2Vjýý 116-12-0 
102-3-3 
Sold 40 Land Revenue et o 85-8-0 
at 6 rs. 175-0-0 liar 
Total 901-5-9 Total 907-5-9 Har 7 
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Inoome Amount Date Expenditure Amount Date 
(repaid) (borrowed) 
Ob 
Sold American 
cotton 
10iidt 
at R3.9 a 
maund 95-0-0 
Sold a care 
25-0-0 
Sold 15 mounds 
of Toria 116-4-0 
a 4seers 
of Toria 0-12-6 
Paid by Db1a 
Singh 26-0-0 
sold wheat 731 
mdse 0 Rs, 5. as 
a rraund, 432-3-0 
Bal, carried 
forward 3-0-0 
Purchased 23 
seers of wheat 3-3-6 
Purchased Gur 1-0-0 
seed of 
Toria 3-1-6 
" gras 1-1-0 
"" wheat 
19-11-0 
wI of 
Toraa 1.21 0 
"" of 
wheat 22-8-0 
Purchased seed 
of wheat 3-15-0 
Purchased seed 
of wheat 15-12-0 
Purohasod wheat 
for eating pur- 
poses 33-12-0 
Purchased seed 
aaunds 3, for 
Uas su 16-14-0 
Puroh3sed seer 
28 3-15-0 
Purchased 2 ua 
11-410 
Cash for dom- 
estic purposes 
30-0-0 
Purchased ßhusa, 59 
naund s 92-3-0 
2-1-0 
Cash for shoes 
5-0-0 
Paid on his be- 
half to some o 
other man 18-0-0 
Interest charges 
3'114.0 
362-6-0 
Land revenue 
eta. 41-5-0 
For the pur- 
chase of a 120-0-0 
bullock 
IA TZ 
liar 7 
qw o$» 
Asuj 29 
Katak 
27 
"' 28 
Uagh 1 
" 28 
roh 1 
* 20 
.. 29 
rI 
1Lagh 1 
15 
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Inoomo Amount Date 
(repaid) 
Expenditure Amount 
(borroged) 
date 
Purohasod wheat 3-3-0 rhagan 
5 
Cash for domestic 
Furpo3os 20-0-0 
For tho purchase 
of a bullock 44-5-0 
Payment for his 
standing of a 
surety 45-8-0 Chet 16 
Purchased Maize 
and Rs. 10 cash 21-0-0 
Purchased green 
fodder 1-9-0 
Purchased cotton 
send 1-41-0 
Purchased one 978 
maund of gram 7-0-0 liar 12 
Cash for domestic 
purposoc 5-0-0 
Land revenue eto93-0-0 liar 
Interest charges 
39-0-0 
Paid of l ula 
Singh. 13-0-0 ' 27 
Total 695-3-6 Total - 775-3-0 
Acoounts_ settled on the 20th . Ra "r r. Qarbat 19Th valance belna Rs. R0. As 15. Ps. 6 (thti'rth rewrlrl 
Bal. carried 
forward 80-15-6 
Ticket 0-1-0 
For purchasing a 
bullock 100-0-0 aawan 9 
I\irahas ed 10 
rnaunda of wheat 50-0-0 Bhe4on 
5 
Purchased seed of 
Toraa 2-3-0 9 
Purchased seed of 
wheat 26-8-0 Ratak 
w r8 ain 
ii 10-0-0 " 16 
M " heat 32-2-0 ' of 
M M0 14-5-6 L! aghr 1 
" ' 80-0-0 0 11 
100 
Income Amount Aste F'xpenditure Amount Date 
Ticket 0-1-0 iaghar 11 
For the aaarrlago 
of his daughter 10-0-0 
""r 75-0-0 
Sold Rice 16-, 1.0=0 
Paid by Din 
. 
iohd 1-1-0 
Sold American 
cotton 5-15-3 
Sold American 
cotton (2m. 
8srs). 24-0-0 
Sold Our 191 
and s. 174-11-O 
Sold Toria 
10J mds. 62-0-0 
Sold Massar 
7 mds. 31-8-0 
Bold cotton 
24-12--0 
Bold wheat, 74+ 
nds. 391-2-0 
Bold wheat 12-8-0 
Sold Barley 0-10-0 
For domestic 
purposes 4-0-0 
1279 
For Din Uohar.. ad 70-0-0 
Land revenue etc 61-8-0 liar 9 
Purchased Our (32 
ors) 6-6-0 eawan 5 
For domestic 
purposes 13-0-0 
For VArcht3ing oi l 
for cattle 11-11-0 Bhadun 16 
Asu j 17 
Purchasod 2 mds. 
4 seers of Uassar 7-12-0 Asuj 25 
" wheat 3-0-0 Uagh 18 
Lasser 
(2 ands) 10-0-0 Thagan 13 
0 
wheat 2-8-0 
For purchasing 
necessaries for 
marriage of his 
daughter. 73-0-0 
Purchased seed 
of ohori 1-8-0 
Purchased cotton 0-8-0 
brash 10-0-0 
'or purchasing 
cotton seed for 
cattle 5-12-0 
Concession in 
the interest 
charges 0-12-0 Land revenue eta 93-13-0 
Total 745-8-3 Total 1029-4-6 
Anooiints settled on the 7th. of Nar 110^^: nat 1960 balance 
tng Ei 28x, As P 
Chet 
Seth 2 
Rar 
101 
DIn studying this balance shoot the tollowir points should 
ell rerully be borne in mind. 
; 
ý. The cultivator is the tonant. 
The produce in divided botwoon owner and the tenant on 
;; 
the half and half (i3atai) system. 
3; üalf of an old revenue is paid by the landlord. 
The seed for all the crops cunt be provided by the 
"tenant hir i olf. 
5. The landlord has a capitalistic relation with the tenant. 
The capital in advanced by the landlord and the whole of 
the produce (including the tenantºe share) thus comes to 
the landlord, the price of : 1iich is credited to the account 
of the tenant. 
1. The last balance of debts Rs. 283-12-9 
*2; Rate of interest is 
"Ivorage amount of land revenue eta Odr 
a0 
for a year Be. 120-0-0 
3. Dobt's multiple of land revenue - 61 
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Balance sheet of Saya4 Cbisaa son of Hauharn. Its owns and culti- 
vates half a square of land (12 acres) in Chak go 162 Rah branch 
district iyallwvr. 
Income Amount date Expenditure Amount Dato 
(repaid) (borrowed) 
Hold wheat 2 
I 
was 6 Coors 29-1-0 ". a h 15 bal, carried 
forward 708-0-0 Chet 20 
Sold Toria 
5+ seers 14-8-0 Phagan Bor domestic 
8 affairs (cash) 10-10--0 
Sold Gur 8j " 34-0-0 Purchased wheat 
(6 maunds) 21-0-0 
" wheat 6" 21-3-6 Land revenue 
eta. 55-10-6 
Purchased wheat 9-0-0 
Sold a 
bullock 33-1-0 For domestic 
uses 3-4-4 
Pu s Lana Pat rar i 1-0-0 
Total 808-8-6 
Interest charges 
at 12 105-5-0 
Total 131-13-6 Grand total 913-13-6 
Accounts sett led on the 18th. - 
Har. 1975, ba1rtn, a beirr 
Re, 782/-/-- (thumb mark) 
Balance carried 
forward 782-5-0 
Purchased a 
bullock for 45 
Rs. 152-5-0 
Land revenue 100 rs. 
Miscellaneou s 
Rs. 7/4 
Payzaent for 
Chawkidara 0-5-0 
Ticket 0-1-0 
Cash for clo thes 
5-3-0 
0 
Sold Cur 1 n4 
3-9-0 
Wheat 12 " 43-8-0 
Baaakh 
20 
ldazhar 20 
Uagh 4 
Chet 20 
1 21 
29 
19.7 
Rar 18 
l2n 
Isar 23 
For dozostic 
purposes (cash)10-10-0 lbagan 15 
"" 12-12-0 Chat 13 
Neonda 21-5-0 Bisakh 23 
Purchased green 
fodder 10-10-0 Jeth 17 
Ear 15 Lan1 revenue 
etc 131-5-0 Har 15 
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For domestic 
purposes 10-10-0 
Cotton needs for 
Isar 15 and=ls 18-8-0 
ýrrrrý rýrrrýrr/ý. r -- ýrrýrirý.. ýrýrýrr ýrrnrýrwr. ýý rrýýrrri rrý-rrrrr 
Innoma Amount dato Expondituro k". 0Uat `dote 
Sold a bull- 
ock 250-0-0 1Sagh 9 For purchasing a 
bullock 53-0-0 Har 18 
Tories 1} 
maund 10-4-0 
Wheat 34 
and o" 183-0-0 
Sold a butf- 
alo 100-0-0 
Sold American 
cotton 8 ßäs. 157-0-0 
AsuJ 16 In cash 1-0-0 
Itch 15 Rios for foast 
on the birth of 
his son 5-5-0 
For Iiayat-Bibi- 
his bother-in- 
law 576-1-9 
In cash for domostic 
purposes 10-10-0 
Total 1801-0-9 
Interest aharge3 
at 12 $ 140-9-0 
Total 747-5--0 Grand total 1941-9-9 
bgaoimtt9 ettijd Qn the th 1 
b2inS. 
_IR2.1124 !_`4i2 
Sold Torts 
12 md; 3 Bra. 89-4--0 
(thumb zn!. rk) 
Dal. carried 
torra, rd 1194--4-9 
Ticket 0-1-0 
For domestic 
purposes 4-4-0 
Land revenue eta 
FýdEý ý- 
ý' 
Bhadun 11 
63 
I 
1 har 16 
lLagh 22 
poll 9 
Poh 27 
* 28 
Land revcnuo 
73- 2-3 Uagh 9 
for the square 5-$-0 " 10 
of iiayat Bibi, 
hiq mother-in1 
law for the pur- 
poses of a cart54-4-0 Phagan 1J 
Cotton seed for 
cattle 29-13-0 Chat 2 
Iah 15 $ced of sugar 
cans 11-4-0 
"8 20 s 137-e-0 
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Income Amount date Expenditure 
ý 
Amount rate 
17 or 
 rr 
1or the pay- 
ý : ý% LUZ 
Sold wheat anent of an 
46 uds. 187-0-0 Har 15 inete, lreattho 
Paid in price of a 
cash 125-0-0 bullock 218-12-0 Har 12 
sold American For domectio 
cotton5* rds. 54-0-0 ): a8h 18 purposoc 5-5-0 Dhadun 15 
sold two 
bullocks 500-0-0 For Neoula 10-0-0 Asuj 14 
rr 21-0-0 Asuj 29 
Tor Ih, %yat Bibi 1-5-0 Maghar 5 
For a policeman 1-0-0 Poh 24 
Paymont of instal 
ment 85-1-0 ltagh 
L=a rov®nue etc 
60-1-0 " 12 
For dorostlc 
purposes 5-4-0 Chet 4 
For $ Sunt an * 
ceremony Int. 40.1-0 22 
charges 0 12 193-0-0 
Total 1103-12-0 Total 2036-12-0 
imiats sett; rd on the 14 ttay W= n& 197f1 
bgIstncg be g R! 977, 
Bal, carried 
forward 933-0-0 
Ticket 0-1-0 
Concession 
in interest 
chc. rti ©3 10-0-0 
Paid in cash 
by the money- 
lender 
Paid by his 
loth©r-in- 
lR 
Eise also mort- 
gaged her land 
Sugar' dal etc. 0-2. -0 
1979 . Laud revenue 107-1-0 lies 
Purchased a zra1e 
buffalo 18-0-0 
For domestic 
purposes 6-C-C 
For ! Niaz' 9-5-0 
995-0-0 Purchased 3f gis. 
of wheat 
Purchsset one triff. 
or wheat 11-0-C 
For land revenue 
19-0-A 
22'-C-o 
Interest charges 
86-12-0 
Sawan 3 
1hagan 1 
1 23 
Total 1229-0.0 Total 1229-0-0 
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The debtor in already in debt to the extent or 1229 Re. 
Ho has taxon a sum of 995 Ra* more from the money lender 
and has mortgaged hic halt a square or land for hie total 
debt 2224 Rss for six years. 
is known by tho term lß'1 rli. 
Thic ny otora or oloaring debto 
Analyeie. 
(1) Total account of debt for which trio land it mortgaged 
Ra. 2224 
(II) Rate of interest charged throughout 12$ 
(Lit) Average amount of land revenue per year. 
ßo. H2O/- 
Iv) Dobto multiple of land revenue. 6.6. 
4 
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tr c. a 
Thia fLrý. t1y bolonga to C hak Ito. B? R. D. Dintriot 
Lyallpur. It nonsiato of: - 
1 rýnlo 
1 fom tle 
4 children 
cultivating 123 aorott of 
land un1or ono plow h (hull). 
(a), Ino oc3 from land 
cotton 4. aaro (21t. -4: 3. 
our; ar orino I aaro. 
bajra 1 acre, 
lusurn If noro (fodder). 
rhoat 6 aaroo (63 oo) 
oag 2 acres (fodder). 
nirlay } acrd. 
fib). Income from other aouraos: - 
27 0.0 
sold a buffaloo - 190-0-0 
sold a mare (his oharo only) - 250-0-0 
profit (bzohat) from a Tho1a ) 
Total innoro 
Expondituro. 
(a). Laud r©vonua, Ablanas oto. 
(b )e Cost of iIp1a onto, 
tai. Goat of home aonaurption. 
wheat --- all produaad 
cotton --- 1+ !"" dal --ý- 4-p-0 
tobacco 12-0-0 
mat 8-0-0 
Gur --- (purrl aßd) 20-0-O 
salt, oil matahoc ,) uldi 
eta. 22-0-0 
clothaa (including for 
featival) 50-0-0 
shoos (2 for Dach xor bor )21-0-0 
Wo Spacial eacponaoa. 
21a2rana to Piro and FlVods 2-0--0 
Piuilana to Pttvii ri 2-º0-0 
Bribery (thanodar'o r nshi) 
10--0"-0 
120-0-0 
................ 577.0-0 
113-3-0 
.. ý.. tý,.. p 
140-0-0 
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Neundra 150-0-0 164-0-0 
e) lion recurring oXponees. 
puro'a©ed a bu look 200-0-0 
Grand total of innorio 
Grand total of oxpondituro 
Surplue 
200-0-0 
577-0-0- 
504-0-0 .. _. 
73-0-0- 
Note: - 
It should be clearly noted in the vacs of a Jangli 
that he keeps large herds of cattle and therefore much or hie 
land is devoted to the cultivation of fodder. This family 
budget is an important illustration or this point. Out of 
the whole produce only 1+ maund of cotton is marketed. 
Everything also Is used an fodder excepting wheat which is kept 
for the use or the fantly. At prenei: t the family poneeeaes 
11 buffaloes; but it is interesting to note that there is no 
sale Qf ghee which in of courneconeuned by the family. 
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APPRUID? X "DN 
An a cot orr against the onorrnoun bonotito which have 
boon oonterreä on the province by canal irrisation, a notabio 
drawbnolc has to bo ronorborod. Tho Moat urgent and Important 
probloi connected with canal irrigation in oonoornod with tho 
quoation or xator-lo ; giti;. Vary y©rx cpring label steadily 
riaoa and chronic water-logging has a7. roady doolared Itself In 
specially eituatod localitioo or Cujranivala seid othor diotriota. 
The apeatre or water-lo7, in to a ni t re to thoughtrul canal 
er, Rinoorß and to all thooo who are irtorooted in trio progroca 
or canal irrigation in tto province. 
I havo ntudiod tho rico or cub-coil wator in a Trn villat; o0 
of the I4yallpur district with vary antoziiohin, g roeylta. The 
anneal rise of tho loyal of tha rub-noel water coetie to be a 
little more than a foot. The case of zy oiin village is im- 
portant as the figures available are alnoßt correct and roli- 
able " The first well was constructod in 1904 and at that time 
Ito water level was 71 feet from the surface* in 1920, as ray 
father has told no the level of the water in known to be at 
55 foot. How r have msasnred the water at 51 toot from the 
ourfaoe" For the purpooo of comparison the figuuroo tabulated 
as follow- 
in 1904, the 10701 of the sub-ßo11 actor at 71 foot (47 iratno) 
In 1920 Do Do Do 55 " (37 'i 
In 1925 Do. Do. Do. 51 " (34 0 ) 
The case or rillzg9 Pawlani near aang1a, is oqually 11- 
luetrative. There is an old well, the prat©r or which In no r 
at 15 root belog the curtaao. 11obodyº knows when and by whoz 
it was oonntruct©d and in 18969 when the land was granted to 
the oo^upantn or thin village, there wan no water in this woll$ 
rhich was therefore known as Dal (an old and out or use wallt 1 
Prcm the time or the introduction of canal and the aonuaquont 
inoreace in the store of cub-coil water. .... " ". """ 
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therefore, for sae to Choi tint the riro in the cub-colt water 
in tho canal irrigated land is at the oxponco of no io other 
part or the province. Thin fall y be due to lover loyal 
of trim river water than before, caused by the oxtonvivo eyd- 
te. ^i of our ennalo,, it m; y also be clearly noted that while 
water lorning, as a rocult of canal irriration, is doizPP im- 
nonno harf to the arriaultural prosperity in one part or the 
province not a mail troublo Is beirer conned by thono canals 
in cone other part ,f the province, it may be duo to too 
Laich carrying away of water fron the rivers and thus ooueinrt 
a tall in the level of cub-soil water in certain diotriota. 
further it ark also be pointed out that the rate of rise and 
tall in the level of cub-coil water into different ports or 
the province are equally disadtrouo. One may hanpor agricul. 
tural pronpority by water-logging while the other moy ob- 
otruet agricultural operations through the scarcity of water 
supply in the Aollo. 
Thus wo fincº that wator-logging to a very iorioue 
danger to the agricultural pronoority or the canal irrigated 
areas. It 1 often caid by the Zt indarn, that the prosperity 
of the colonies cannot lagt more than fifty yearn. It may 
not be 11torally truo but they are certainly justified in 
holding this vier when than danger of vater-logging to growinf 
so iiitnont and when botore their very own oyon they goo the 
vast traota of land being devastated by thin a®riouo diuoaßo. 
The 07011 of wator logging is being taoX1o by tho 
go'rornmont. Tho formation of tho Drainago Poara to 1416 
and the appointment or a special Drainage Enginoor are impor- 
tont steps towards the prevention of gyrator-1oggtngo on tho 
ocivntiric side enquiries havo boon prosecuted in ronard to 
the mechanics of wator-logging, the rise and ra11 In atho 
cub-soil orator tablo and the po2sibility of gyrator proofing 
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tho lovol of Bator in the wolf began to rioo. The roola- 
ration of thin uo11 in rogardod by tho viliaiora an th4 
xiraolo of a Faqir; but in reality it to all duo to canal 
irrigation. 
Thic rice in the cub-coil water io quite zanifoat 
in the tracts of land oxtondinr along the resin-linos of 
the lower and upper Chonab Canals roepootivolyo it is due 
to the forror that the goat or the land along; the Railway 
lino fron Shahdara to Chiohokitrnlian and Yalaohahkaku 
respectively proaonto a very dinparaning view* no vestige 
of cultivation excepting a think growth of Dom in water 
poolo root the eye. It in hero that agriculture rann boon 
entirely abandoned and land has booorno the favourite 
hunting ground of the I , rt c. of hahoro. 
Tho condition or any viliag©o noar 3iborial 
district mialkote dosorvon a special oonaidoration,. Thoad 
villagoa once oorpriced ono or tho bout corn-growing aroa. 
With tho introduction of canals, however# aator-logging 
has appeared and nothing but big pools of water are neon 
all round. I have boon to thoao villager which are largely 
affected by water-logging and I think that no tar oon- 
otruationo of the drains has effected no irsprovo nt. Thin 
area in very roch infested with fovorn wich are roepon- 
aiblo for very high tnortolity" It o only a fog days ago 
that the inhsbitanto of those villages mrdo a proaontation 
to the Goiorn out for thv grant of land to thous in some, 
other part of the provinao. Dut, no far, nothing coo= to' 
have boon dono for thorn. In Gujranwala and Arnritnar also 
the proaenoe of orator-logging has long been reaogniood as 
inimical to health and ito eradication has boon the oub, aat 
of nuoh though find endeavour. 
It zaV be interesting to note in this eonneation, that 
while the level of the nub-soil water in ricing infthe 
canal irrigated areas, it io , on the other hand. falling in 
tho oldor diatriste liko Jullundur, oto, it is 
